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Current historical inquiry !eaves the impression that music halls were essentially a 

male domain. It is the objective of this thesis to identify the presence of women within the 

halls and to discuss their experiences in them. It will be argued that female patronage of 

music halls was an integral factor in how the halls were operated and the kinds of 

entertainment that were performed on the stage. Married women, single women and 

prostitutes came to the halls under different economic circumstances, but their sexual status 

was always measured in relation to men. The appeal of the halls, however, was not 

homogeneous, and the entertainment both reflected and responded to the diversity in 

women's lives. 

This inquiry endeavors to "turn up the house lights" and look at the variety of women 

wbo came to London's music halls in the Victorian and Edwardian period. To this end, a 

wide range of primary sources will be examined, including the sociological works of men 

such as Henry Mayhew, parliamentary proceedings, newspaper reports, pictorial evidence 

as well as the music hall lyrics themselves. Our focus will be on the theme of "universal 

friendship" and the carnivalesque or "world turned upside down " character of women's 

position within the halls. The halls will also be seen as a site or recreational "feasting" and 

"consumption." 

This work will begin with a brief look at how, where, when and why women came to 

the music halls. It will then seek to debunk the "Morton Myth" that designates Charles 

Morton as the "Father of the Halls" and instigator of female patronage. Chapter Two looks 



at the presence of married women in the halls, and the economic and social factors that 

determined their leisure activities. Chapter 'Three focuses on the "Girl of the Period" and 

the appeal of the music hall for her. She inspired sexual tension in her capacity as an 

"available" female, both as an audience member and in her representation in song. Cnapter 

Four enlarges upon the sexual av,zilability of women in music halls by looking at the 

prostitute. As a social setting, the music hall afforded opportunities for both "business and 

pleasure." The presence of prostitutes became a licensing liability as moral reformers 

attempted to "clean up the halls" as part of their battle to repeal the Contagious Diseases 

Acts which regulated prostitution. In summary, women's patronage had a profound effect 

on the popularity, proliferation, and the prosperity of music halls. 
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Music Hall in its inception was meant for women as much as for 
men, but it became a masculine preserve. Later of course, the 
women got back, for it is impossible to keep them out of anything, 
even if one wanted to. The Music Hall was perhaps the first 
masculine preserve to have its walls stormed and its defences 
were weak because there were so many women performers and 
so many women of the highest respectability too, who did not 
consider themselves "ladies," as the word was understood then, 
and who did not want to be considered "ladies" either. They 
wanted to go to Music Hall and they did. 

- W. MacQueen Pope, The 
Melody Lingers On (19501, 
p. 9. 

*. . 
Vlll  



PREFACE 

The music hall is silent. The flare of the gas jets no longer illuminate the tawdry 

backroom additions of pubs and taverns turned palaces of variety. The playbills have been 

long plastered over, and the penny song sheets have slipped along the gutters along with the 

moonlight mission invitations. The audience has gone home, and the doors to the halls have 

been boarded up. 

And yet if those same doors were reopened, who would we find there? Current 

historical inquiries leave the distinct impression that the world of music hall was essentially 

a male dominion: a place of entertainment and recreation that grew out of existing male 

leisure patterns that were separate from those of women. It is the objective of this thesis 

to locate the presence of women within the halls, and to discuss their experiences. It will 

be argued that female patronage of music halls was an integral factor in how the music halls 

were operated a i~d  the kinds of entertainment that were performed on the stage. Married 

and single women came to the halls under different circumstances, as did the prostitute, 

contingent on their sexual status in relation to men. The appeal of the halls for women, 

moreover, was not homogeneous, and the entertainment both reflected and responded to 

the diversity of their lives. This inquiry endeavours to "turn up the house lights" and look 

at these women who came to London's music halls in the Victorian and Edwardian period; 

they can no longer be left in silence and historical obscurity. 



CHAPTER 1 

A M U E  IMfTNDUS?: AN INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN IN MUSIC MALCS 

Social historians of nineteenth-century British leisure activities have only recently 

accorded the music hall any cultural significance, Those exegeses of music hall that have 

been undertaken tend to perceive music hall as an inherently working class phenomenon 

that was gradually annexed by the middle class, or so social control theorists would have us 

believe. Class considerations have dominated the histosography, with little attention being 

paid to gender. Besides reducing music hall to a political or economic construction or a 

functionalist d m  ex machina, the methodological approaches have denied women a role 

in the formation of popular culfxe. 

Music hall came to symbolize the amusements of "the people" which incorporated all 

classes and both sexes. Patrick Joyce, in W o r n  of the People, IJtdu~trial England and the 

of Class, 1843-1914, has addressed the limitations that a class-based analysis 

creates. The economic basis of class provides a sense of swial exclusion and connotes 

mnftict, whereas "populismn points to a set of discourses and identities which are "extra- 

economic in character, and inclusive and universalizing in their social remit ... instead of 

conflict ... are notions of social justice and social reconciliation."' While the "working 

classes" were predominant in music hail audiences, Peter Baiiey has noted in "Making Sense 

of Music HallR that they "constituted a different and more volatile collectivity, dissolving and 

Patrick Joyce, Visions of the Pmle .  Industrial England and the Ouestion of Class, 
1848-1914 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 11. 



recomposing as members of other groups by nationality, age, gender and stratum as invoked 

in perf~rmance."~ In 1895, Charles Douglas Stuart and AJ. Park published a historical 

review of the music hall, and commented that within the "temple of Terpsichore" could often 

be found the ribald song and the obscene jest of vulgar comedy, but they concluded "the 

same might be said of the stage of the ~estoration'" J.S. Bratton has made a similar 

observation in her assessment of how different songs addressed different segments of the 

audience, which, "like the best Restoration prologues ... might speak line and line about to 

each part of the house, setting them laughing at each other, calling on the powerful 

emotional force of their rivalries and antagonisms to reinforce a climactic endorsement of 

the song and the singer himself.& As far as women were concerned, there were working 

class patrons as well as petit-bourgeois, middle and upper class women who made their way 

to the halls for the entertainments that spoke to them. What is important to this discussion, 

as Joyce puts it, "was the right to enter into the kingdom of leisure in which everyone was 

equal ... predicated upon the idea of the good time, upon new versions of bonhomie and 

Irkrdity that purported to speak directly to the people ...." The presence of women within 

Peter Bailey, "Introduction: Making Sense of Music H q  Music Hall, The Business 
of Pleasure, ed. Peter Bailey (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1986), p. xvii. 

Charles Douglas Stuart and A..T. Park The Variety Stage. A History of the 44- 
Hdk from the Earliest Period to rhe Present F i e  (MOB: T, Fisher Unwin, 
18951, p. 239. 

9.S. Bratton, "Introducticm," Music Ha& Performance and Style, ed. J.S. Bratton 
(Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1986), p. xii. 
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this "kiqdom" was an integral fac t~r  in the collective comtmction of the "good time." 

Anthony Caputi, h hffo, The Genius of V u l g , ~  Comedy, has seen how this "agreeable sense 

of well-being" emanated from the traditions of the vulgus or folk origins of vulgar comedy6 

which were a staple of music hall entertainments. The pre-industrial popular locus of the 

good time was Carnival, and Bailey has suggested that the feast and the carnivalesque 

manifested themselves in the music hall as 2. "site and occasion for liberality, profusion and 

p1t:nitde, however b o p  ...."7 Pn this context, the upside down world of music hall held 

special attraction for women by inverring gender and class restrictions imposed on them 

cutside of thz halls. 

This thesis attempts to incorporate these kinds of approaches in the study of women's 

patronage of the halls. Peter Bailey, at the forefront of music hall historiography, has 

c m e n t e d  in Leisrcre and C h s  in Ectorian England that one of the most prevalent "sins 

of omission" is the neglect of women in the study of popular culture. While lamenting the 

difh~?lties that surround the recovcry of the "private, personal and informal," he suggests 

that social historians codd "demarginabe" women by m&qg more effective use of existing 

sources. This inquiry attempts to take up the gauntlet, however tenuously. Bailey contends 

that it was a special h a i o n  of musk halls to bridge the "public and private divide. Such 

sittings, of course, gave employment as much as leisure to women, as barmaids, waitresses, 

"thaay Caputi, _Bu•’fo. The Genius of Vulgar Comedv (Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, 1978), p. 10. 

Bailey, p. xviii. 
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entertainers and prostitutes, but they were important sites for the construction of gender a d  

sexuality and social laboratories for the rehearsal of gender roles and relationships still 

underworked in ~cholarship."~ 

A variety of primary sources must be re-examined if we are to locate women in the 

music hall. To this end, the sociological inquiries of such men as Henry Mayhew, William 

Acton and Charles Booth need to be investigated as well as the works of moral reformers 

such as J. Ewing Ritchie and Edward Thomas. Moreover, first hand accounts written by the 

middle class literati need to be reviewed in addition to contemporary newspaper and 

periodical accounts of music halis. Parliamentary papers, select committee reports and local 

government proceedings give ~ l s  "official" data on music halls, although more heuristic 

methods must be employed when interpreting music hall lyrics and pictorial evidence. 

In order to avoid broad generalizations, certain distinctions need to be made between 

the types of music halls that existed in nineteenth century London. In an 1891 article for 

Harperr's Monthly Magmk, F. Anstey organized music halls into four classes: "first, the 

aristocratic variety theatre of the West End, chiefly found in the immediate neighbourhood 

of Leicester Square; then the smaller and less aristocratic West End halls; next the large 

bourgeois music halls of the less fashionable parts and in the suburbs; last the minor music 

Peter Bailey, Leisure and Class in Victorian En~land (London: Methuen, 1987), p. 
17.F. 
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halls of the poor and squalid districts.'" For the purposes of this thesis, the first two 

categories will be referred to as "West End" music halls, while the latter two ca~egories will 

be termed "East E n d  music halls, although this specification does include the working class 

halls of North and South London. Of the 347 halls that were licensed in 1878, only nine 

could claim first and second class status?' 

Anstey, Harper's Monthlv Magazine, Vol. 91, (1891), p. 190. As quoted in Dagmar 
Hoher, "The Composition of Music Hall Audience, 1850-19W, Music Hall: The 
Business of Pleasure ed. Peter Bailey (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1986), 
p. 75. 

The components of these districts are as follows: 

North Centrat - East South 

Kensington Marylebone St. Giles 
Chelsea Hampstead Strand 
St. George's St. Pancreas Holbom 

Hanover Sq. Islington Clerkenwell 
Westminster Hackney St. Luke's 
St. Jame's East London 

West London 
Lcndon City 
St. Martin's 

Shoreditch 
Beha! Green 
Whitechapel 
St. George's 

in-the-East 
Stepney 
Mile End 
Poplar 

St. Saviods 
St.Olave's 
Bermondsey 
St. George's S. 
Newkqjton 
LaF-hth 
Wancisworth 

Camberwell 
Rotherhithe 
Greenwich 
Lewisham 

lo D.F. Cheshire, Music Hall in Britain (Newton Abbot: David and Charles, 1974), p. 
32, 

Middlesex Magistrates licensed 347 halls holding 136,700 in 1878. 
3 first class: 15,000 - 20,000 
6 second class: 2,000 - 3,000 
13 third class: 800 - 1,500 
53 fourth class: 300 - 700 

272 smaller public house concert rooms and harmonics. 

Surrey Magistrates licensed 61 music halls holding 32,800 south of the 
Thames, and even the City of London licensed 6 halls holding 6,400. 
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This thesis opem %with a dkcisim of how, where, when ad wbj women to the 

music halls. At the same time, the "Morton Myth" that designated Charles Morton as the 

"father of the halls" and the paternal benefactor of women's admission to the "firsti' music 

hall, the Canterbury, is called into question. Chapter Two will look at the presence of 

married women in the halls, as well as the economic and social factors that determined their 

leisure activities. Music hall lyric hermeneutics are employed to uncover how married 

women were represented on stage and how this reflected, responded to or rejected their 

putative experience. Chapter Three focuses on the "Girl of the Period" and the appeal of 

the music hall for her. The working girl had more economic and social independence than 

her married counterpart, but here too, the music hall provided a source of recreation and 

socialization that was unique. She inspired sexual tension in her capacity as an available 

female, both as an audience member and in her representation in song. Chapter Four 

enlarges upon the sexual availability of women in music hall by looking at &e prostitute. 

As a social setting that abetted solicitation, the music hall afforded the professional 

prostitute both "business and pleasure." A disdnction is made between the lifestyle that a 

prostitute could enjoy versus that of her 'legitimate" sister, and the problems that her 

presence in the halls posed. Specifically, it will be asserted that the licensing pressures that 

music hall proprietors increasingly faced were due in large part to the surveillance placed 

on women's patronage of the halls, of which the prostitute was the most obvious target. 

These actions mttst be placed in context with Britain's experiment in regulated prostitution 

under the Contagious Diseases Acts and the consequent moral debate that erupted in 

Parliament and spilled over into the operation of the halls. In the final analysis, women's 
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patronage of the halls had a profound effect on their history as "shrines to popular culture" 

or (in the eyes of some contemporaries) as "temples of vice." 
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STORMING THE CANTERBURY 

Soon after Charles Morton purchased the Canterbury Arms in 1849 he established 

a Club Room for Harmonic Meetings, held on Monday and Saturday evenings for "men 

only." This distinguished the Club Room from pubs, which ordinarily were open to both 

sexes. Morton was following in the tradition of the song-and-supper rooms that catered to 

the late night tastes of London's bohemian "man-about-town"; here was a working and lower 

middle-class version for his patrons. With Morton's "experimental" Ladies' Night, held on 

Thursdays, it would seem that he had single-handedly provided women with their first taste 

of equal leisure opportunities. And so the myth goes: hen-pecked husbands capitulated to 

their wives' harangues and petitioned Morton for their inclusion in the nightly 

entertainments, and Morton, in a purely magnanimous gesture to his male patrons, let down 

the barricades and admitted the 'Sans culotte." The success of this venture overturned the 

"men only" injuncture and led to the building of a one-storied hall in 1851: the modern 

music hall was born and women had "stormed the ramparts - a revolutionary moment, or 

so the historiography would lead us to believe. 

What has been omitted &om the story is just as informative as the mythology itself.' 

It begs the question of where working-class women had gone for leisure and social activity 

prior to 1851? It further implies that there was something t d y  revolutionary about 

iidrnithg women into this "m-e preserve" of public entertainment. The pubs, singing 

H i s t o h  such as Cdin Macfnnes, W. MacQueen Pope, R. Mander and 3. Mitchenson, D P .  Cheshire, 
Christopher Pullkg and Maurice W h n  Disher pay little attention to women in music W. See 
BibLislpphy, 
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saloons, gin palaces and pleasure gardens did not exclude women, unlike the 

song-and-supper clubs such as the Cider Cellars and the Coal Hole, established in the 1$20s, 

along with the infamous Evans'. These haunts attracted a much different clientele which 

was not predominantly working-class. E.L. Blanshard, Hook, Sheridan, Thackeray, Lord 

Exmouth and Monk Lewis counted themselves as members of Evans's. Martha Vicinus has 

outlined the distinct differences between these song-and-supper rooms and working-class 

establishments that preceded the new music hall. In The Industrid Muse, she has noted that: 

"Before the opening of the halls proper, the song-and-supper clubs had been for men only. 

Working women, however, had long attended the tavern free-and-easies ... the most direct and 

important ancestors of the halls."' She further awes:  "Working-class couples throughout 

England crowded into taverns on Saturday nights to hear the latest singers; it was only a 

matter of time before an entreprenzur built a separate hall and offered nightly 

entertainment."2 Mander and Mitchenson in British Music Hall corroborate this 

observation: 'The more gentlemanly Bohemian 'Man-about-Town' gradually deserted the 

Tavern for the exclusively male Song and Supper Rooms which began to appear in the 

1830s, leaving the mixed working-class audience to frequent the taverns, which sank lower 

in reputation" (my empha~is).~ In another attempt to debunk the "Morton myth," Harold 

Scott has commented in The Ear& Doon that: "Women of perfect respectability had for 

years past found their way to the Rotunda, the Surrey, the Doctor Johnson, Wilton's and 

Martha Vicinus, The Industrial Muse. A Study of Nineteenth Century British 
Working-Class Literature (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1974), p. 240. 

R. Mander and J. Mitchenson, British Music Hall (London, 1965, second edition, 
1974), p. 10. 
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dsewhere, to say nothing of the taverns with gardens zttached to them from which they had 

never been absent."' However, W. MacQueen-Pope has maintained that "the clientele of 

the early tavern halls like the Dr Johnson, and all of its rivals, was exclusively masculine.'" 

An illustration from 1825 does indeed confirm the presence of women as members sf the 

audience and as performers at the Rotunda, Vauxhall (see Appendix 1.1). In Sketches by 

Bot, Dickens related that a Miss Ivins and her party attended the Rotunda around 1836.6 

It is worth noting that even the anti-feminist holdouts such as the Cider Cellars, Coal Hole 

and Evans's did eventually admit women on a restricted basis when their popularity was in 

decline, although MacQueen-Pope states that the Song and Supper Saloon died as a result 

of the introduction of the "feminine element."' In 1884, the actor &und Yates, in his 

Recollectiom and Experiences, stated that Evan's lost favour because of "the introduction of 

music-halls, where women formed the larger part of the audience .... I& 

Not only did contemporary writers attest to the presence of women in music halls; 

pictorial and program evidence also supports the conclusions drawn by Vicinus and Scott, 

regarding the ongoing patronage of women in the early tavern music hall. The picture of 

The Old Drury Tavern, Bridges Street, Strand, from 1848 shows the presence of women as 

Harold Scott, The Early Doon (London: Ivor Nicholson & Watson, 1946), p. 140. 

Scott, p. 66. 

AS quoted in D.F. Cheshire, Music Hall in Britain (Newton Abbot: David and 
Charles, 1974), p. 19. 
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well as Cooper's Concert Room, the Green Gate Tavern. The Mogul Saloon from 1847 

(becoming the Middlesex Mwic Hall in 1851), Wilton's Music Hall from 1850 (formerly the 

Old Mahogany Bar), the Grapes Grand Harmonic Hall of 1846 (later known as the Surrey 

and Winchester Music Hall) are but a few zxarnples (see Appendices 1.2 - 1.3). The Grapes 

Inn in Southwark, Scott tells us, drew its audiences primarily from the neighbourhood and 

was run along respectable lines. With its separation of the public bars from the auditorium, 

it shows itself as an early example of a rendezvous for a bourgeois audience of both sexes? 

Moreover, Richard Preece of the Grapes was the first to use the term "Music Hall" when 

his premises became the Surrey Music Hall in November 1848.1•‹ The Royal Eagle and 

Grecian Saloon designated special prices for ladies and children, as the program indicates 

(see Appendix 1.4). These are but a few examples of the forerunners to the Canterbury that 

catered to both men and women of the working and lower middie-classes. 

It would be misleading, however, to give the impression that the new music hall grew 

out of a process of "natural selection," namely the pothouse to palace progression. There 

were indeed other mitigating factors that figure into the process, as Penny Summefield has 

indicated. She has noted that the authorities use of licensing laws factored into the success 

or failure of the establishments that predated the music hall." The Theatre Act of 1843 

remoyed the monopoly of drama &om the patent theatres, which afforded the saloons the 

"O Mander and Mitchellson, p. 13. 

" Penelope Summerheid, me Effingham Arms and the Empire: Deliberate Selection 
in the Evolution of Music Hall in London," Popular Culture and Class Conflict 1590- 
1914, eds. Eileen and Stephen Yeo (Brigliton: Harvester Press Ltd., 1987), p. 216. 
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opportunity of becoming legitimate theatres licensed by the Lord Chamberlain, but without 

the benefit of selling alcoholic refreshments in the auditorium, or becoming a Tavern 

Concert Room with a drinking license, but without the right of reproducing stage plays. 

While many venues openly disregarded licensing restrictions, many advertised their new 

status, as can be seen in the Surrey Music Hall program (see Appendix 1.5). Of the saloon 

theatre variety, one of the earliest examples was the Eagle Tavern with its Grecian 

~a1oon.l~ An act of 1872 prohibited licensed public entertainment after 12:30; this 

signalled the demise of such late night haunts as Evans's, more so than their decision to 

admit women in the late 1860s. 

The appearance of women in the music halls can be seen as the last triumph in their 

quest to break the "men oaly" restrictions of song and supper rooms, or as a gradual 

migration from taverns, singing saloons, free-and-easies and pleasure gardens. It might also 

seem at first glance that women's patronage of music halls owed something to the inimitable 

Charles Morton. Dubbed as "Father of the Halls" by Clement Scott (a title reiterated by 

Chance Newton and George R. S b )  Morton's motives are worthy of further inquiry, even 

though, as we have seen, the Canterbury was not the first "real" music hall. But perhaps 

Morton was the first "real" music hall entrepreneur, soon to be joined by the likes sf 

William Holland and E.T. Smith. After all, Morton helped to perpetuate his own 

mjthologicaf contributio~s to music hall with his adept use of publicity. He issued a rather 

11 Scott, pc 66. Marie Lloyd's father worked as a waiter at the Grecian. She gave her 
first performance there on May 9,1885 under the name Bella Delmere. See Daniel 
Farson, Marie Uo~d and Music Hall (London: Tom Stacy Ltd., 1972), p. 38. 



self-aggrandizing pamphlet which outlined the reasons for his "innovative" decision to admit 

women: 

And now a word to his patronesses. Perhaps they do not reflect on the service he 
has done them in establishing the Canterbury Hall; but this question he would be 
bold enough to ask them. When husbands, who now frequent the Canterbury Hall, 
used to tell their wives that 'they were going to hear a song,' or 'had been to hear a 
son g'... [Hlad the poor wives the slightest inkling as to where their truant spouses 
were going or had been? Did not the announcement of an intention of 'hearing a 
song' too often ring the knell of many an evening's enjoyment to the poor woman 
sitting at home? Need husbands be mysterious,or wives suspicious any longer? ... It 
is a disgrace to E.nglish civilization that toiling wives and sisters should be 
circumscribed in their enjoyments. There is the familiar canine prohibition, 'no dogs 
admitted.' 'No ladies admitted' has been the chivalrous phrase in which English men 
of the nineteenth century exclude the gentler sex from rational and refining 
recreations.d3 

Morton had championed the socially disenfranchised - "poor wives" - like none other, 

elevating them above their canine counterparts. He could no longer be named as a willing 

correspondent in any domestic disputes that arose out of the errant husband's presence at 

the Canterbury. Such nobility of purpose and genuine altruism becomes a little suspect with 

Chance Newton's comment that when the Canterbury threatened to be crowded with female 

visitors which hurt the sale of alcohol, Morton would temporarily put up the "House Full" 

boards in order to regain the "wet MacQueen-Pope has suggested that Morton 

had intended to admit women from the very beginning, but with the decrease in the "wet 

money" he was justified in charging an entry admission to all his patrons.15 The implication 

(seemingly shared by both Morton and MacQueen-Pope) was that the wives of the 

Canterbury patrons saw the "men only" rule "like most women, [and] regarded rules as 

Charles Morton, as quoted in Scott, p. 139. 

l4 H. Chance Newton, as quoted in Scott, p. 139. 

IS MacQueen-Pope, p. 55. 



"breaking the rules" with the inclusion of women at the Canterbury music hall. Moreover, 

his employment of female artistsdalso figured into his success. S. Theodore Felstead has 

stated in The Stars WIro Made the HalIs that the talents of Emily Soldene ("a handsome girl 

with a soprano voice") could be regarded as one of the people who made Charles Morton's 

fortune.'' When Morton ventured into the fashionable West End and built his Versailles," 

the Oxfard, in 1861, women "marched in"; gender and class "rules" were now an 

anachronism, and with the meeting of east and west, Morton was determined to remain on 

the "cutting edge" of music hall operation, refusing to fall behind the "innovations" 

inaugurated in the West End by his rivals at the Royal Holborn and the Alhambra. His 

mythological status was to continue in the hmzt monde quarters of London. 

* * * * * *  

l6 bid. 

l7 S. Theodore Felstead, The Stars Who Made the Halls (London: T. Werner Laurie 
Ltd., 1946), p. 24. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE PRESENCE OF MARRIED WOMEN IN MUSIC HAILL23 

"With wives there came the first lessons in courtesy."' 

(Contemporary journalist, Matthew Browne) 

The presence of women in music halls was problematic for many contemporary 

commentators. The theatre style seating and ticket prices allowed for the different classes 

to ' k b  elbows," but it also meant that all women, married or single, working-class or 

bourgeois, young or old, could enter the halls so long as they had a ticket. As Peter Bailey 

has pointed out: ' m e  rhetoric of music hall friendship was all-inclusive, promising universal 

membership ... Of particular importance to the halls in this respect was thnt friendship 

included womeaW2 J.S. Bratton has suggested that this element of friendship could denote 

a sexually disinterested protective function? The presence of the ivife", who was sexually 

accounted for, and her f d y ,  did help diffuse sexual tensions that women in public 

presented. However, her "respectability" was synonymous with her "unavailability." 

Although single women outnumbered wives and mothers in music halls, wives were officially 

Matthew Browne, as quofed in Peter Bailey, Leisure and Class in Victorian Ensland 
(London: Methuen, 19M), p. 165. 

Peter Bailey, "A Cornunity of Friends: Business and Good Fellowship in London 
Music Hall Management, 1860-1885," Music Hall. The Business of Pleasure, ed. Peter 
BaiIey (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1986), p. 48. 

J.S. Bratton, as quoted in &id. 



more welcome tfian women on their own who were seen as "potential prostitutes.'"' All 

women were subject to surveiliance by proprietors, police, license inspectors, m o d  

reformers, journalists and the middle-class literati, in additim to the single young men, the 

bourgeois bon vivarrt or the "masher," that sought out female companionship for a "good 

time" in the halls. Max Beerbohm, one of the most affectionate chroniclers of the 

wonderftr!ly wlgar world of $he music ha& has noted that this "gmd time ...is of a whofly 

sexual order.'" 

Married women were seen as an antidote to libidincus behabiour; a control on tbeir 

Bitsband's social and drinking activity as well as chaperones for their unmarried daugtters 

and sons. J. Ewing Ritchie, a staunch enemy of the halls, noted in 7Z-e Night Side of 

London, that the majority of the audience was composed of "respstable mechaaics, or small 

tradesmen with their wives and daughters and swee?hea rts...N QW and then you see a 

midshipman, or a few fast clerks and warehousemen ..." He further commented that 'The 

presence of the ladies has also a beneficial effect; I scc no indication of intoxication, and 

certainly none are outrageously shabby or ill-behaved." The increasing emphasis that was 

placed on attracting M y  audiences was an ~ttempt to displace sexuality in the music hall 

in order to protect licenses and avoid moral cemvre from the critics of the halls. Dagmar 

a Penelope Sumrnerfiefd, "Patriotism a-ld Empire. Music Mall, 1870-1914," Imperialism 
and Priular Culture (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1986), 2.23. 

' Max Beerbohm, mAt 'Ate Gaiety," Amund Theatres Vol. 1 (Loncirnc William 
Heinemam, 132Q), p, 455. 

J. Ewhg Ritcl.de, DS Night Sidt of London (London: Tinsley Brothers, 1869). 
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Hoher, in "The Composition of Musk Hdl Audiences, 1850 - 19W has observed h w  the 

Parliamentary Repar's on the halls and the Eondon licensing sessions are preoccupied with 

the sexual status of women in the halls. Music hall owners and operators responded to 

thcse inquiries by diverting attention to the immensely beneficial presence of wives since the 

days of Charles Morton and the Canterbury? The LCC report of 1902 demonstrates the 

success that these licensing bodies felt they had of cleaning up the halls of sexually 

dangerous single women: 

Who has brought that family public to the music hall? The County Council. What 
is it that attracted the father, mother, cousin, sister, and aunt? It is because we have 
said that music halls and theatres should be so decently-conducted, and that they 
should be so proper for the public, profitable for the employer; because we dare to 
be Daniels, we dare to repress vulgarity - and to check indecency, and will not allow 
the music hall to resemble the ante-chamber to a brothel, or the annex to a vulgar 
public-house? 

The Morton myth and the potential prostitute parable were firmly entrenched, as "The 

Timesw of 24 Jan 1910 verifies: 

Dagmar Hoher, T'he Composition of Music Hall Audiences, 1850-1900," Music Wall, 
The Business of Pleasure, ed. Peter Bailey (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 
1986), p. 74. 

George Sims, Theatres and Music Hall Committee of the London County Council 
(THMC) Palace Theatre of Varieties, 1888-1903, attached to the report of licensing 
discussion 28 November 1902. As quoted in Susan Pennybacker, "'It was not what 
she said but the way in which she said it*: The London County Council and the 
Musk Halls," Music Hall. The Business of Pleasure, ed. Peter Bailey (Milton Keynes: 
Open University Press, 1986), p. 118. 



Today, in place of the obscure supper-room or the hall attached to the tavern we 
have a large number of comfortable, handsome buildings ...[ and] in place of an 
audience of men only, or men accompanied by the least creditable of their female 
acquaintance, we see among the audience the family .... 10 

The sanctification s f  the family -- predicated on the desexualization of the wife and her 

economic dependence on her husband -- helped to further marginalize her unlike the single 

"working girl." At the Oxbridge, Greenwood observed the stalls full of champagne-swilling 

men-about-town and their painted ladies, but awarded greater significance to the more 

numerous complement of working men and their families in the 6d. seats in the body of the 

hall." Summerfield states that the emphasis on the family audience served tc reinforce 

the notion that 'komen accompanied by husbands were more officially welcome than women 

on their own, who were suspected of offering themselves for hire ..."12 Hoher has observed 

how a woman's sexual status has preoccupied both contemporary and modem commentators 

documenting the evolution of music halls. She writes: "It is noteworthy that respectable 

single unaccompanied women hardly ever figure in ... music hall historiography - despite the 

fact that they formed ... a considerable part of the music hall audience."13 A subsequent 

chapter of this thesis will attempt to take some initial steps in redressing this historical 

imbalance. 

lo The Times 24 January 1910, as quoted in Hoher, p. 73. 

Greenwood, as quoted in Peter Bailey, Leisure and Class in Victorian England 
(London : Methuen, 1987), p. 163. 

12 Summerfield, p. 24. 

Hoher, pp. 75-76. 



What remains to be seen is the r d e  that music hall played in married women's 

everyday lives, ranging from its priority level in the family budget, to the realities of their 

"sanctified" union, and whether or not music hall entertainment reflected or mediated their 

experience. The same attention must be then directed to the lives of single women, 

respectable or othenvke, and how the music halls figured into their lives. 

'A Night Out for a Shilling 

The gallery and the pit were the preserve of the working classes in the early suburban 

halls and the later metropolitan venues. Prices did not vary drastically from the days of the 

tavern music halls and pleasure gardens to the hey-day of the "grand halls in the 1880s and 

90s. A good example of the tavern music hall is the Royal Eagle, which listed its admission 

prices as Is. for ladies and gentlemen, children Qd., lower stall and upper saloon seat, 

gentlemen ls.(including refreshment ticket), ladies and children, 6d.14 The Grecian 

program noted that children in arms cannot be admitted unless they are paid for, and that 

parties that paid for the saloon could have pass checks to the upper stalls and seats on 

payment of Qd. Family stalls, holding eight to twelve persons could also be taken (see 

l4 Harold Scott, The Earlv Doors (London: Ivor Nicholson 7 Watson, 1946), p. 129. 
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Appendix 1.4).~ The Yorkshire Stingo, established in 1835, charged for the upper saloon 

Is. for gents and 6d. for ladies and children.16 

In his study of the Edwardian working class, Standish Meacham gives the example 

of how a workman who had won the football pool could "indulge his wife in an evening at 

the local music hall. 'A night out for a shilling' meant two seats at the hall, 6d.; a pint of 

beer, 3d.; 4 ounces of sweets, Id.; and either two tram fares or a packet of cigarettes, 26."17 

The tram fares provision would seem to suggest that in the latter part of the century the 

working class was able to attend entertainments outside their immediate neighbourhood, 

although as early as 1855 the opportunity existed to travel to outlying halls with the 

introduction of the horsedrawn omnibus. 

During the 1890s, the West End's Empire admission prices were: Private Boxes 1 to 

3 guineas; Fauteuils (reserved) 6s.; Box stalls, unreserved, 5s.; Stalls, 3s.; Grand Circle, 3s.; 

Pit Stalls, 2s.; Pit, Is.; Gallery, 6d.18 While venturing "uptown" or slumming in the East 

End did occur, Penny Summerfield has suggested that the smaller venues drew audiences 

from their immediate neighbourhood, and that their small size, low prices and f d a r i t y  

beckoned the youthful and uniformly poor crowds described in many nineteenth-century 

" Ibid, p. 130. The Grecian was located in City Road, Shoreditch. 

l6 Ibid, p. 53. The Yorkshire Stingo was located in New Road, St. Marleybone. 

l7 Standish Meacham, A Life Apart: The English Worldnn Class. 1890-1914 (London: 
Thmer and Hudson Ltd., 1977), p. 127. 

l8 W. MacQueen-Pope, The Melodies Linper On (London: W.H. Allen, 1950), p. 226. 
The Empire was located in Leicester Square, Westminster. 



reports?g Felstead has noted that Gatti's did not cater to the elite: 'The man in the street 

was their meat; for a nimble sixpence, which also entitled him to a bottle of beer or a large 

cigar, their patrons could see a show not to be de~pised."~ Mander and Mitchenson have 

commented on the little family parties that could be found in the stalls of the suburban 

music halls. They observed that: "Most of them are probably regular visitors, and have the 

entry here in return for ehibiting bills in their shop-windows; and these family parties all 

know one another ..."21 In 1867, Thomas Wright wrote about the relative costs of attending 

music halls in Some Habits and Cusfoms of the Working Class by a Jomeyman Engineer: 

The refreshments supplied in these halls, however, are generally moderately good, 
but at the same time more than moderately dear, while the waiters ... haunt you in 
an oppressive and vampirish manner ... notwithstanding the comparatively low prices 
of admission ... music halls are about the dearest places of amusement that a working 
man can frequent.= 

As G.R. Sims observed, however, some of the local East End halls did not serve liquor and 

were still filled to the rafters twice nightly. The admission prices were Id. for the gallery, 

2 d  for the pit, and 3d. and 6d. for the upper circle and boxesSB 

-- 

l9 Summerfield, p. 22. 

" S. Theodore Felstead, The Stars Who Made the Halls (London: T. Werner Laurie 
Ltd., 1946), p. 16. Gatti's Palace of Varieties was located in Westminster Bridge 
Road, Lambeth. 

R Mander and J. Mitchenson, British Music Hall (London, 1965, second edition, 
19741, p. 24. 

Thomas Wright, "Some Habits and Customs of the Working Class by a Journeyman 
Engineer," as quoted in D.F. Cheshire, Music Hall in Britain (Newton Abbot: David 
and Charles, 19741, p. 83. 

" George R. Sirns, as quoted in Arthur Calder-Marshall, "Introduction: Prepare to 
Shed them Now, the Batlads of George R. Sims (London: Hutchinson & Go. Ltd., 
1968), p. 24. 



Much has been written about the attraction that music halls provided for 

working-class patrons, irrespective of their cost: a social respite from their squalid lodgings 

in the comparatively opulent music hall. However, it still remains to be seen how 

entertainment figured into the family budget, even for a night out on a shilling. For this 

discussion we must turn to the wife who commandeered the Saturday pay-packet, and who, 

it should not be forgotterr, also worked for wages outside the home in many cases in order 

to augment the family income. 

The Economy of Marriage 

'Last night,' he said (during what was made plain had 
been the 'very lists of love'), 'she goes an' ask me 
not to forget to leave twopence for the gas!'24 

Domestic arrangements centred on decidedly different spheres of work and 

responsibility, but these "internaln divisions were not as hierarchical and value-laden as we 

have come to interpet them in modern society. It was work "outsideH the home that 

depreciated women's lahour contrr'butions due to supply and demand. As Gareth Stedman 

h n e s  has argued in Outcast London, "... the weakness of the women's industrial position 

stemmed partly from the fact that the supply of her labour was not primarily dependent 

upon the demand for it, but rather upon the state of demand for her husband's l a b o ~ r . " ~  

A Royal Commission on Labour in 1893 noted of an employer that "'nearly all his 

a Robert Roberts, The Classic Slum (London: Penguin Books, 1971), p. 55. 

Gareth Stedman Jon- Outcast London (London: Penguin Books, 1971), p. 84. 
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laundresses were married or had children to support. The husbands were generally 

bricklayers' labourers. In  he busy season in the summer, when women were most wanted 

... there were the fewest of them."'x This was because wives did not work unless forced 

by neces~ity.~ As Ellen Ross points out, "husbands' primary obligations were to work, and 

to hand over a customary amount of their pay to their wives. A wife expected that a 

husband would 'work for' her, and being a husband was synonymous with providing 

support.na The connection between marriage and support was so widely acknowledged 

and accepted that women ran into trouble in bigamy cases, when they formed new 

attachments after their husbands failed to "work for" them.29 

As Stedman Jones observes in The Language of Clms, marriage was an economic 

necessity for working-class women,= and was viewed in this light by Victorian and 

Edwardian men and women. This is not to suggest, however, that these marriages are 

subject only to a strict Marxist interpretation; love and companionship were not necessarily 

absent in these alliances, but marriage was indeed a career of sorts for women from which 

they could expect financial compensation. Ross has suggested that power relations within 

marriage and neighbourhood custom determined the size of the working-class wife's 

" R.C. Labour, The Employment of Women: Clara Collett, 'Conditions in London'. 
PP. 1893-4, XXII, p. 22, as quoted in Jones, p. 84. 

Stedman Jones, p. 84. 

Ellen Ross, '"Fierce Questions and Taunts': Married Life in Working-class London, 
1870-1914," Feminist Studies, 8 no. 3 (FaU 1982), pp. 580-81. 

Ibid. 

Gareth Stedman Jones, The Language of Class-Studies in Endish Workinp-Class 
-ON. 1832-1982 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 226. 
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payment?' The connection behueen marriage and for the wife was so 

entrenched that it was custornq in common law marriages as well as legally recognized 

unions. For example, a woman was considered a '*sailor's wife" and thereby committed 

(generally without benefit of the clergy), when she received half his pay." Little fuss 

surrounded weddings, unlike the pomp and ceremnid signifiwce accorded a funeral; a 

sombre, dramatic spectacle that attracted neighbourhood audiences.a Other less 

"romantic" avenues to marriage included pregnancy and concubwe, whereby the practical 

woman could expect 'payment upon delivery." 

Married women who were forced to work Outside the home were generally engaged 

in street-selling, charring, laundering and needlework, according to Henry ~ a y h e w . ~  

Where there were high levels of male casual labour, a complementary market arose for 

females: unskilled factory work for unmarried daughters and unskilled home work for the 

casual labourer's wife? Ross has calculated that "Only about one-sixth of London's adult 

labour force was employed in factories through the 1890s. About 25 percent of adult male 

31 Ross, p. 584. 

32 Ibid. 

Meacham, p. 63. Burial societies provided insurance that the working-class member 
m l d  avoid the stigma attached to a "pauper's funeral." Roberts noted a penny a 
week premium was paid by over 60,000 in Salford. (See The Classic Slum, p. 85.) 

35 Stedman Jones, Outcast London, pp. 84-85. 
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workers were unskilled.'= Seasonal and casual labour situations necessitated wives' and 

childrens' wage contributions to the family income." In the 1860s it was asserted that the 

average wage of the East End needlewoman was 2s.3d.per weekB Factory work during 

the 1890s commanded 8-12s. per week according to Booth, while female home workers, in 

competition with more efficient provincial factories, saw a decline in their wages during the 

1880s? The Poor Law Commission supported these findings of the Sweating Commission, 

which documented the case of a married shirt maker who saw her weekly wages decline 

from %to ls.3dea In order to put women's wages into perspective, it should be noted that 

the average wage of unskilled male labour in StGeorge's-in-the-East in 1887 ranged from 

15s.4d. for hawkers to 21s2d. for labourers, with an average rent of approximately 5s." 

The artisan or tradesman averaged between 25 and 30s. per week with rents between 6 and 

7sp2 If we take our scenario of "a night out for a shilling" we would see that for one 

evening at the music hall, the family would have to come up with one-fifth of what they had 

to pay out in weekly rents. If we take the example of the married shirt maker as an 

economic indicator, over half of her weekly wages would be required to occupy two 6d. 

seats. By 1906, the Board of Trade figures showed that half the women in industrial Britain 

ROSS, p. 576. 

hid. 

38 Stedman Jones, p. 109. 

Ibid, p. 125. 

* Ibid. 

Ibid, p. 216. 

"' Ibid, 
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earned under 10s. for a work week of seldom less than 54 hoursP3 Factory work, it should 

be recalled, relied primarily on single women, but again, a night out at the music hall would 

command a substantial outlay. However, married and single women did attend music halls, 

so the expenditure did figure into the domestic budget, and women did not deny themselves 

the pleasure of an evening out strictly because finances were tight. While the size of the 

family dictated the strains placed upon the budget, measures were taken by resourceful 

wives in order to afford "a night out for a shilling." 

Further to complicate matters, employment was often unreliable and impermanent 

for London's working class. Casual and seasonal working conditions reinforced the 

immobility of the family, as well as the necessity of being within walking distance of the 

source of their employment in order to take advantage of obtaining home work or casual 

factory employment at a moment's notice" Moreover, the precariousness of employment 

meant that it was important for women to establish good credit relations in the 

neighbourhood to tide the family over during hard times. As Stedman Jones has stated: 

"'Being known' in a district was thus of considerable economic importance. From the 

viewpoint of the labourer, it provided a further incentive against mobility.'" This type of 

environment reinforced women's reliance on neighbourhood networking systems for 

childcare, bartering and sharing. 

43 Roberts, p. 76. 

Stedman Jones, p. 171. 

45 Stedman Jones, p. 88. 
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Within this working-class social milieu, wives wielded considerable power and 

autonomy. Many historians euphemistically refer to this culture as a "matriarchy" of sorts. 

Wives' contributions to, and administration of, the family budget determined the very nature 

of the family's existence. As Ellen Ross has observed, "wives' dress, their sexual, drinking, 

and socializing habits, their housekeeping and supervision of children - d l  contributed to the 

establishment of their family's (and often their street's) reputation on the continuum 

between 'rough' and 'respectable'.'" The daily lives of working-class wives centred around 

managing a meagre budget in a hand-to-mouth fashion. Ingenuity was required to 

circumvent "poor providers" for the mere staples of existence which required frequent trips 

to the pawnshop as well as the taking in of lodgers. 

Wives saw it as their right and duty to harangue improvident husbands who did not 

meet their financial obligations to their wives and family. The "nagging wife" then, can be 

seen as but one strategy employed by women to avoid insolvency. Violence generally 

erupted on the domestic battleground when the weekly pay-packet was at issue; women were 

determined to live up to their side of the marital bargain while they saw their men as 

continually attempting to undermine it. The husband, on the other hand, saw his position 

as "head of the household" jeopardized by his exaspe-ated and antagonistic "angel of the 

hearth." Ross has suggested that working-class women, unlike their economically better off 

middle-class sisters, had not internalized habits of deference to their men?7 There is a 

'' Ellen Ross, "Survival Networks: Women's Neighbourhood Sharing in London Before 
World War I," Historv Workshop Journal, 15 (1983), pp. 4-5. 

47 Ibid, p. 8. 
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sense that for ail the stmggIes that marriage entailed, most women resained faithful to what 

they saw as their marital contractual obligations: a free hand in running the house as they 

saw fit, raising children and acquiescing to their husbands' conjugal rights. While married 

womens' "workhg conditions" were trying at best and life-endangering at worst, separations 

and divorces appear exceptional; economics rendered mamed life superior to the 

unempowered life of the old maid or widow. 

Music hall songs express themes that directly reflect the lives of these working-class 

married women. Their "maestri" of the domestic sphere was turned out on the boards night 

after night in all its seriocomic incarnations. With the presence of married women firmly 

established in the audience and the cultural "realities" of working-class life briefly sketched 

out, it is time to lift the curtain and see how the married woman's experience was played 

out in the halls. 

Domesticity in Demos's Mirror: Reflections of Marriage 

mere is no nonsense about the Halls, no pretence. Tbe mirror is held up, and in it the face o? Demos 
is reflected, whole and unblurred.,It is nearer to life.& distorts life exactly as the public likes to see 
it distortedaa 

- Max Beerbohm 

The "comic disasters" of married life figure prominently in Max Beerbohm's 

recollections of music hall themes. These included: "Mothers-in-law - Hen-pecked husbands 

" Max Beerbohm, "Demos' Mirrorw (21 July 1900), More Theatres. 1889-1903 (New 
York: Taplinger Publishing Co,, 1969), p. 274. 
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- Twins - Old Maids - Jews, Frenchmen, Germans, Italians, Negroes (not Russians, or other 

foreigners of any denomination) - Fatness - Thinness - Long Hair (worn by a man) - 

Baldness - Sea-sickness - Stuttering - Bad Cheese - Shooting the Moon'....'*9 Maurice 

Willson Disher in Victorim Song has noted how departures from "normal life" were mocked: 

Under this heading came the Salvation Army as an easy first, teetotallers and 
vegetarians, the clergy, coppers, and Jews, and all foreigners ... tramps and toffs, 
landlords and lawyers, and any female figure who was not a fine figure of a woman. 
Tne list is very nearly complete, but even so it becomes difficult to see how a hall 
could find enough normal people to supply audiences when as a final item 'the 
married' are added.m 

These distortions of "normal life" counterbalanced the sentimentalized courtship songs that 

idealized romantic love and marriage of the "Oh so happy we will be" variety; an illusion 

that was quickly dispelled in real life. Both husbands and wives could laugh with derision 

from the vantage point of personal experience. 

m i l e  music hall has been described as a patriarchal institution that reinforced 

concepts of traditional marriage? the female perception of marriage was indeed reflected 

in Demos's mirror, and often "magnified" in terms of her own sovereignty in the domestic 

realm. Beerbohm noted that the mother-in-law was depicted as a formidable tyrant, and 

49 Max Beerbohm, as quoted in David Cecil, Max: A Biographv (London: Constable 
& Co. Ltd., 1964), p. 181. 

so Mawice Willson Disher, Victorian Sow from Dive to Drawing Room (London, 
1955), p. 226. 

" See Orwell and Beerhim an music hall reinforcing marriage in R. Hoggari, Uses 
of Iiteraev (1958), p. IS and Colin Macbes,  Sweet Saturdav Nipht (1969), p. 25. 



vualenf2 One music half song advised 

When you wed, do not wed the fam'ly as well, 
For that will not a Paradise make, 
Above all cIose the door to your mother-in-law, 
Or - that's where you'll make the mistake.s3 

In the song "Poor John," sung by Vesta Victoria, it is two women who are at odds 

wkh one another for "ownership" of John.: the mothcr-in-law exclaims, "Oh, lor! I wonder 

what on earth he wasa to marry for!" to which the angy Eance zetorts, "Perhaps it's SO he 

can get away from you!& Following Beerbohm's psychology, it would seem that '%or 

John* 5s the perfect candidate for a future role as the hen-pecked husband. Along with the 

old maid, the hen-pecked husband was s-ii as an anomaly in a patriarchal culture. The 

rx)mentional marnage with its pder f m h  was often subverted by the mater, and as we 

have seen, this "distortion" m y  have presented a clearer picture of working-class marital 

refations than conventional wisdom would have us believe. 

While wk(res7 may have revelled in their triumphant roles in music hall lyrics either 

though identification or vicaxiou pleasure, Beerbohm has also suggested that these 

"distortions of real lifew allowed the audience to collectively bestow its "voluptuous emotion 

" As quoted in Ronald Pearsall, The Worm in the Bud. The World of Victorian 
Sexuality (Toronto: TI.,e MacMillar; Company, 1969),p. 56. 

"Poor John" in Music HaE Song Book, e d  Peter Gammond (Newton Abbot: David 
and Charles Ltd., IW3,  p, 98, Written by Fred W. Leigh and Henry F. Pether, 
petformed by Vesta Victoria, 
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of p i p 5  on performances they sympathized with. The middle-class could see a life more 

sordid than their own; the husband could commiserate with his harassed brethren, and wives 

could feel sorry for the woman harnessed to an impecunious partner or a brutish abuser. 

The comedic caricature of marriage in music halls allowed the subject to hit close 

enough to home, though safely diffused through its perception as a humorous "distortion." 

As Christopher Pulling has summarized in They Were Singing: 

The nagging wife, the brandished flat-iron or the flung saucepan, the disputes over 
the pay-packet, the heaviness of the wife's pastry, and the arguments about the 
mother-in-law - they were the traditional subjects of the music-hall, together with the 
lodger ... domesticities were after all, ever-present problems in certain circles of the 
audience, especidy in the gallery: in the Cockney rhyming slang the wife was the 
'trouble and strife,' and the hen-pecked husbands got a little self-confidence back, 
temporarily at any rate, by seeing other people joking about it.S6 

J.S. Bratton has observed in The Victorian Popular Ballad, that many of the comic ballads 

dealing with marriage are from the female point of view, and deal with problems that can 

reflect no pleasure or credit upon a male listener, but genuinely express and relieve 

problems of the womaa5' She has further contended that: 'The active, vital woman with 

a life of her cwn to live is always liable to be in competition with her spouse for mastery 

of one kind or another, whether simply diverting the whole of the marital budget to her 

concerns at the expense of his pleasures, wishing to reverse their roles and impose her tasks 

upon him, or to express herself at the expense of his self-respect and good name, by 

ss Max Beerbohm, Around Theatres, vol. 2 (Londcn: William Heinemann, 19241, p. 
209. 

Christopher Pulling, Thev Were Singing. And What They S a n ~  About (London: 
George G. Harrap & a. Ltd., 1952), p. 68. 

J.S. Bratton, The Victorian Popular Ballad (London: The MacMillan Press Ltd., 
49?5), p. 161. 



asserting the sexuality which it is assumed is at least as strong in her as it is in him. 168 ms 

carnivalesque inversion of the natural order is seen by Bratton as %o!stering confidence of 

those whose position in society gives them little chance of a dominant role in any other 

relationship they have."19 Did this role reversal provide a safety valve for social and 

gender tensions, or did it reinforce the prevailing status quo and contribute to further 

constructions of gender and role identification? 

The notion of I'women wearing the trousers" expressed itself in many forms within 

music hall from the obvious implications of male impersonators and principal boys to 

specific "ladies versions" of popular songs, as well as characterization of the dominant 

woman found within many of those favourites. filling has suggested that the comedic 

appeal of women "wearing the pants" was because it was within the personal experience of 

nearly every one, but few of a man wanting to wear a skirt.@ The power associated with 

male roles of behaviour was coveted by both men and women, and music hall lyrics confinn 

this ongoing competition between the sexes. This would suggest that while lyrics were by 

a d  large composed by men of a higher dass, the presence of women in the audience 

58 Bratton, p. 184. 

" Bratton, p. 162. 

hlling, p. 60. 
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necessitated a conscious effort to address their point of view and focus attention on their 

gender specific trials and tribulations. 

The "trouble and strife" was elevated to a formidable matriarch, making her 

appearance in innumerable guises: In 1896, Gus Elen's song, "It's A Great Big Shame," 

portrayed her as only "four foot two" and he a "brewer's drayman wiv a leg o'mutton fist" 

who, at "six foot free," was '"underneath her fumb." The chorus gives voice to the antipathy 

of "Jim's" mates who remonstrate: "It's a great big shame, an' if she belonged ter me, I'd let 

her know who's who ... Oh, isn't it a pity as the likes of 'er/Should put upon the likes of 

,by61 Roberts commented on this marital phenomenon in The Classic Slum relating how 

a wife could pull her husband (known as a fighting man), out of the tavern "with a cold eye 

and a beckoning finger" and that his pals might sing afterward, "It's A Great Big shame!" 

He noted that husbands known for helping their wives had their streets dubbed "Dolly Lane" 

or "Bloody-good-husband street.'& 

3n "It's A Great Big Shame," the role inversion that emasculates "Jim" in his mates' 

eyes can be seen in the following verse: 

On a Sunday morn, wiv a dozen pals or more, 
'Ed play at pitch and toss along the Lea; 
But now she bullies 'h a-scrubbin'o'the floor - 
Such a change, well, I never did see. 
Wiv a apron on 'im, I twigged 'im on 'is knees 

" "It's A Great Big Shame" in Gammond, pp. 53-54. Written by Edgar Bateman and 
George Le Brunn, performed by Gus Elen. 

62 Roberts, p. 54. 



A-ribbin' up the old 'zrf-stone; 
Wot wiv emptyin' the ashes and a-shellin' 0' the peas, 
I'm blowed if 'e can call 'isself 'is own!bi 

The seeming incongruity of a. man who, "it took two coppers for ter make 'im move along", 

bullied into domestic duties by a diminutive wife, of course "appeared" ridiculous, but it also 

served to alleviate the tensions of males caught in this situation. The heightened 

feminization of Jim is made visually apparent in the contrast between his size and the apron 

he is wearing; indeed, the song cover sheet illustrates this scenario: a mate in cap, coat and 

trousers confronts Jim at the doorway where he is holding a bucket and a broom, his apron 

concealing his workman's garb. The caption reads: "Of course I could do a drink, but I 

daresnt come out. She's at 'ome." (see Appendix 2 .1) .~  Such characterizations reinforced 

the perception of feminine power for the women in the audience, whether real or illusory. 

Moreover, strength and defiance as sources of women's power are focused on rather than 

physical superiority; for the "weaker sex" neither their size nor their gender predetermined 

conduct. 

A similar scenario to "Jim's" can be found in Vesta Tilley's song, 'That's Pa!" 

although "Pa", a dock clerk, does not have the "commanding" physical presence of Jim the 

drayman: 

There's a ginger-whisker'd, five-foot-nothing little bit of man 
That comes running home to tea - that's Pa! 
Who sits mildly eating bread and scrape as gently as he can be 
With a baby on each knee - that's Pa! 
Later on he dons an apron, scrubs the floor and shakes the mat, 

@ "Its A Great Big Shame" in Garnmond, pp. 53-54. 

Ibid, p. 52. Song cover sheet caption. 



While the lodger toddles out with Ma, 
And that baby-minding, kitchen-scrubbing, trod-on-iittle rat - 
That's Pa! that's Pa! that's 

Like "Jim", "Pa's apron serves as his "dress", making it glaringly apparent to the audience 

that neither man is %wearing the trousers" in the family. The narrator of 'That's Pa!" 

expresses an even stronger note of contempt for Pa when Mays activities with the lodger are 

alluded to. In addition to his "womanly" domestic behaviour, Pa is seen as even less of a 

man with the suggestion that he is a cuckold; another theme worthy of a separate discussion. 

It is interesting to note that the domestic adjectives ascribed to Pa in the penultimate line 

have the ring of expletives - descriptions of "women's work " could definitely have a dirty 

sound to them. 

One of Ada Reeve's songs, "Men", which stated that they were basically 

good-for-nothing, proved to be too incendiary, and was subsequently banned from the stage. 

She promptly countered with another, "Women, I Ought to Know Them, for I'm One of 

Them," which was just as successful as her prohibited number:' Jenny Hill enjoyed 

considerable success with her song "Bother the Men" or "A Fig for the Men"; Era 

categorized her performance as presenting "a strong-minded female speaking her mind freely 

about the men" as well as demonstrating antipathy towards the lords of creation, sung by a 

screaming old maidaa However, Jenny Hill knew who her real audience was, and did not 

66 "That's Pa" in Bratton, p. 180. Written by E.W. Rogers and perkrmed by Yesta 
Tilley. 

Era. 03 June 1872,25 January 1872 as quoted in ibid. 



let them down. it was reported in Era that she said, "women always go to the music hall 

and seem to appreciate you more than the men do.'" This would suggest that women 

identified with songs about strong women, and openly expressed their approval to the 

performer. The hen-pecked husband theme could only be successful in the presence of the 

strong wife, and in this sense, the "reign of misrule" so often found in music hall lyrics and 

performance, was dependent on her ability to renegotiate sexual role expectations. 

Whether she was labelled a tyrant or a matriarch, her power was seen as incontrovertible. 

In "The Cabman's Story", sung in 1900 by George Lashwood, the undeniable power 

of women over men is acknowledged: 

Woman! Woman! What can it be, 
This wonderful power you possess? 
Ever since the world began 
You have been ruling the fate of man. 
Yours is the power 
That governs his pleasures and pains; 
Whether a man goes right or wrong, 
It's a woman that holds the reins.70 

Although expressions of female power are implicitly denigrated as "abnormal" or are seen 

as an extension of her Eve-like duplicitous nature ("Ever since the world began"), she is still 

no match for her husband. 

" 05 May 1894, as quoted in JS. Bratton, "Jenny Hill: Sex and Sexism in the 
Victorian Music Hall," Music Hall. Performance and Style, ed. J.S. Bratton (Milton 
Keynes: Open University Press, 1986), p. 104. 

" The Cabman's Story" in hlfing, F. 117. Performed by George Lashwood in 1900, 
pubiished by B. F e f b  =il CO., Ltd. 
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In one respect, however, husbands and wives are equals in the music hall. As Colin 

MacInnes has stated, women "certainly match up to their husbands in their realism: their 

attitude to their better halves is entirely disillusioned ... and yet entirely faithful. However 

dreadful the old man may be - and he often is - the old girl is loyal to the core."" One 

need only look at the much-discussed standards "My Old Dutch," "My Old Man Said Follow 

The Van," and "I've Been A Good Woman To you," to see how both long-suffering men and 

women reach an "understanding" in their twilight years. Unwavering devotion in the face 

of adversity is seen as a reward in itself; the martyr-like fidelity, generally perceived as a 

female characteristic, mingles pity with respect, and endurance with a long-lasting marriage. 

This "stick it oiit" mentality is seen by MacInnes as a part of the mythology of how the 

public wanted to see reality distorted (as Beerbohm has also noted) because "it denotes a 

presupposition of what this reality should be.'" Although patriarchal perceptions of 

marriage are constantly challenged and subverted, the romantic notion of mamage is still 

upheld as the ideal. 

Sexual love is associated more with courtship than. it is with married life, where it 

takes on its procreative role, or as a duty imposed on wives due to their husbands' "conjugal 

rights." As Roberts has noted, this fiction was believed to entitle a husband to the liberty 

of copulation at almost any time, whatever his of his wife's state or condi t i~n .~  MacInnes 

has commented on the lack of sexuality in music hall lyrics. He states: "In the comic 

Colin MacInnes, Sweet Saturdav Nieht (London: MacGibbon & Kee, 1967), p. 56. 

Ibid, p. 57. 

Roberts, note 5, p. 56. 



numbers, there is certainly much scarcely disguised innuendo: yet the motion that the animal 

element in love is not only ludicrous, but also vital to it, is quite absent"" Innuendo, 

though, was a means of suggesting sexuality without openly appearing indecent; an 

appellation that could spell disaster for a proprietor's licence, or offend the particularly 

"British" sensibilities of his paying customers. "Giving the bird was but one means the 

audience employed that distinguished unabashed bawdiness from unacceptable obscenity. 

Smytlre Piggott, examiner of plays, told a Select Commission of 1892 that: 

I have always found this, that the equivocal, the risky, the immoral and the indecent 
plays are intended for West End audiences, certainly not for the East End. The 
further east you go the more moral your audience is; you may get a gallery full of 
roughs in which every other boy is a pickpocket and yet their collective sympathy is 
in favour of self-sacrifice; collectively they have a horror of vice and a ferocious love 
of virtue.7s 

H. Chance Newton, in Idols of the H&, related a similar observation in his warning to 

Marie Lloyd "that if you dare to sing at the Paragon any of the very 'shady' songs you are 

now singing in the West End, the East End audience will balloon you off the stage!"76 

75 Parliamentay Papers, Select Committee on Theatres and Places of Entertainment 
HC (1892) (240) XVIII, Col. 5197. As quoted in Pennybacker, p. 137. 

76 H. Chance Newton, Idols of the 'Halls' Being Mv Music Hall Memories (London: 
Heath Cranton Ltd., 1928), p. 98. 

The assumption on the part of middle-class commentators that working-class 
audiences were more moral is in itself a re-enactment sf a melodramatic script of 
plebian virtue vs. aristocratic vice. 
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Irrespective of class distimtiori, sexuality was a narginally acceptable topie for music 

hall performances as long as it was laughable. The humour was dependent on the ignorance 

of the subject whereby the "unspoken knowingness" of the audience allowed them to be "in" 

on the joke. Virtue could be idealized in the form of the family and the de-sexualized wife 

because of her unavailability - at least in theory. The sexuality of the single girl was seen as 

"vice waiting to happen" until she was saved by marriage and its benign sexuality. 

Marie Lloyd's 'shady' songs, "Come into the Garden, Maud," "I Asked Johnny Jones, 

so I Know Now" and "What's That For, eh?" had definite sexual implications, as did Vesta 

Victoria's, "I Want To Play With My Little Dick," but these types of songs depended on 

sexual innocence and naivetk to achieve their effect, therefore the "maid rather than the 

"matron" served as a more efficacious focus of attention. While married women could laugh 

at the implicit naughtiness in the sexual innuendos of a Marie Lloyd song, like "'I'ornrny 

Make Room For Your Uncle," married sex had none of the appeal that illicit sex generated. 

Children were the tangible expression of married sex rather than physical pleasure, and 

music hall songs looked upon the wife as the asexual means of production. 

Even less appealing than married sex was the act of childbirth -- a universally 

discomforting, if not potentially dangerous enterprise in the late nineteenth century. Music 

hall songs, generally reticent on matters so closely connected with the act of sex, referred 
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to the excIusively female experience of delivery; an experience which only mothers in the 

audience could truly appreciate and identify with: 

0 the pain about my belly 
0 the pain about my back; 

How shall I ever get o'er it, 
Faith my aching head will crack. 

Her mother was stuck in a comer, 
With a big drop in her eye; 

Hush my dear and darling creature, 
You'll be better bye-and-bye.n 

Although the language of pregnancy was carefully veiled, responding to conventional taboos, 

some latitude could be given to such songs due to the pain women experienced. Suffering 

negated any threat that women's sexuality posed, and sympathy m l d  only be truly felt by 

another woman; in this case, the mother assisting the daughter in her delivery. 

Children were seen as part of the domain of wives, and many music hall songs 

demonstrate bow the role of mother superseded that of wife. Sympathy now is extended to 

the plight of the "outnumbered" husband and titular father, due to the prodigious size of his 

brood; the acquisition of twins was seen as a humorous "double-whammy." The humour 

implicit in large families was not so much sexual as it was financial. The strains on the. 

budget with every addition to the f d y  inspired many secondary themes such as the need 

to take in lodgers, dodging creditors, "shooting the moon," and the never ending struggle to 

keep enough "grub" on the table. Moreover, there is the assumption that women are 

responsible for creating large families: 

Misses Moore, who lives next door, 
She's such a dear old soul. 

As quoted in Peasall, p. 198. 



Of children she's a score or more, 
Her husband's on the dole. 
I don't know how she manages to keep that lot, f'm sure 
I said to her today as she was standing by the door; 

'Don't have any more, Misses Moore, 
Misses Moore, please don't have any more. 
The more you have, the more you'll want, they say, 
But enough is as good as a feast any day. 
If you have any more, Misses Moore, 
You'll have to rent the house next door ... 
Oh! they're all right when they're here, 
But take my advice, old dear - 
Don't have any more, Misses ~oore. '" 

The next-door narrator gives us the impression that Misses Moore, while a sympathetic 

character, is responsible for the number of children she has. Her ignorance of the 

consequences of a large family are alluded to in the fact that the neighbour feels it is 

incumbent upon her to bring the size of her family to her attention, along with the ever so 

slight condescension of "She's such a dear, old soul" who continues to procreate, seemingly 

blind to the fact that she has an out-of-work husband and insufficient rooms. What is seen 

as laughable is the financial burden that children present to the husband or father in 

addition to chaining him to the domestic sphere. It is interesting to note the reference to 

the "feast," whereby Misses Moore's excessive progeny is seen as outside the norm of the 

neighbourhood. Being satisfied with one's lot, or "enough," and not stepping outside the 

traditional sodal boundaries, has been seen as a classic working-class attitude and permeates 

many music hall standards, such as the sentimental "Home Sweet Home," the irreverent "At 

My Time of Life" and Harry Clifton's admonition, "Work boys, work, and be contented." 

" "Don't Have any More, Mrs. Moore" in MacInnes, pp. 58-59. Performed by Lily 
Morris. Written by James Welsh and Harry Castling. 
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If we look at the music hall as a feast, as Peter Bailey has in "Making Sense of Music 

Hall," we can look at the issue of large families from a different perspective. As the 

location of the feast, "music hall was a site and occasion for liberdity, profusion and 

plenitude, however bogus ..."?9 Anthony Caputi has observed in Bu.0, the Genius of Vu@ 

Comedy, that "in vulgar comedy there is plenty ... [of] revelries in love, marriages, and 

marvellous births in abundance ... evocative of a sense of the fecundity of nature, of a world 

of life and vitality. Release from restraint might well be a part of this sense of fecundity." 

Herein lies the humour: excess contrasted with privation, and reality slightly exaggerated to 

make both identification and mockery possible. 

Humourous results could also be ccllnted on when one entered foreign territory, 

especially the world of the opposite sex. This is why most of the comedic songs dealing with 

children are from the male point of view. The father waxes nostalgic over his bachelor days 

in songs like "Why Did I Leave My Little Back Room In Bloomsbury? and bewails his 

married state in such songs as "At Trinity Church I Met My Doom," "Blessings of Marriage" 

and ''The Lottery of Marriage." In a Tabrar song of 1887, entitled "Hundreds and 

Thousands," Mormons serve as a locus of large families, while an earlier chorus song of 

1882, "I Shouldn't Advise You To Do It," gives men the following warning: 

For when a man's married the trouble begins, 
The kids come in couples and add to his sins 

'R Peter Bailey, Yntroduction: Making Sense of Music Hall," Music Hall. The Business 
of Pleasure, ed. Peter Bailey (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1986), p. xviii. 

" Anthony Caputi, Buffo. The Genius of Vulgar Comedy (Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, 1978), p. 194. 



If you can't have a wife now without having twins 
I shouldn't advise you to do itsg1 

Given music hall lyrics, one would think that twins were the rule rather than the exception, 

but it is precisely because of the "abnormal" nature of excess that the husband has to 

contend with (characteristically, there is no mention of how the wife feels) that evokes a 

humorous note of sympathy. 

In "I'm Very Unkind To My Wife," we learn the reasons behind the husband's 

behaviour: 

Before I was married I'd a pocket full o'quids; 
Now I've got a pocketful of holes, and seven kidsg2 

In "Pretty Little Sarah" George Leybourne sang about managing "A wife and fourteen 

children on eighteen shillings a weekf 

Not only did the husband feel the economic crunch of a large family, he had trouble 

finding lodgings to accommodate them, J.A. Hardwick's song of 1866, "Children Objected 

Ton says: 

You may seek in the East, you may seek in the West, 
Where 'Lodgings to let' your eye may arrest, 
Each family man will find, how high he bids, 

a "1 Shouldn't Advise You to Do It" in Bratton, p. 175. Written by Joseph Tabrar in 
1882 as a chorus song. 

T m  Very Unki~~d to my Wife" in Pulling, p. 70. Performed by Gus Elen and 
ptfbisfhed by B. Fef- a=O Co. Ud. 

83 "Pretty Little Sara" in Jane Traies, "Jones and the Working Girl: Class Marginality 
in Music-Hall Song 1860-1900," Music HaU Performance and Style, ed. J.S. Bratton 
(Mitton Keynes: Open University Press, 1986), p. 35. Performed by George 
Leybourne. 



Tho' wzij gloves on his hands they object to his kids. 
If rooms in this town you wish to obtain, 
Young fdlows, directly a girl's heart to gain, 
Make this bargain tho' she s a y  not like it when wed, 
Have no children - each sleep in a separate F C ~ . ~  

Once more, the implication is rhat the wife is responsible for having too many children. The 

crowded v~orkirrg-:-dm neighbourhmd that is comically depicted in "If it Wasn't For The 

'owes In Between", ("It's a woaaer as the landlord doesn't want to raise the rent"), is a 

theme that the suburban music hall goer could readily identify with; separate beds would 

not only seem a ridiculous in term 3f marital relations but also in terns of space. 

a Wincott and Leight~n song, the bsband "Jupp" is willing to sell his "great big 

fat strong wifeH and eight kids: 

If you buy the missis and my little tribe, m ?*we that Pm no dodger, 
PI1 se1-T iou the marriage lines for half a shag, and come and be your young man 
lodger* 

A Harry Randall song does give the woman's point of view on such comic consequences of 

marriage, but it is worth noting that the singer is a man dressed like a WLJIXIII, who  elates 

a series of domestic disasters thsit befall theif "happy little home," and that the wife 

continues to assert &it "Pm just o*ut as h ~ ~ p y  as they mke 'em now-a-days." 

- 
84 *Children Objected to" in M. Willson Disher, Victorian Song, 4 1?2. Written by J.A. 

Hardwick in 1866. 
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How would the wives and mothers in the audience react to these maIe 

representations of family life? Would they see their complaining husbands as pathetic in 

cornparism to their stalwart acceptance of iheir lot as wives and mothers? Would the songs 

that deal with excessive numbers of children make their own situations appear more 

tolerable by comparison? Many women did bring their children in tow with them to the 

music hall as numerous commentators noticed. If the wife wanted an "evening out" and had 

no older children or neighboas to look after her younger ones, they would, out of necessity, 

have to come along with her. Roberts has noted how working-class womzn resorted to 

administering "Mother's Friend" to fretful babies, especially on Saturday evenings. "This 

'Soothing Mixture' (laced with tincture of opium) would guarantee to keep baby in a coma 

until late Sunday rnorni~g.~' 

The sardonic pathos of the "poor married man" portrait would be wryly amusing to 

the women in the audience and her empathy could be solicited by the hardship ballads sung 

by women; in particular, the "suffering child" and the "abused but loyal wife." This trend 

tended to reinforce the concept of sepaare spheres in the daily lives of husbands and wives. 

The impression given by many songs is that, much :o the husband's chagrin, "Home, Sweet 

Home" is liwally a "no man's landn where battles to mairktain the field were daily held; *he 

husband was outmanoeuvred by the wife's economic martial law, and outnumbered by ber 

legion of infants and offspringg His defensive position is expressed in "Poor Married Manf' 

sung by Vance in the 187&, where the father is labelled a "rnolly-coddk" by his two year old 

son - amtber variation on the hen-pecked husband theme. 

87 Roberts, ps. 125-26. 
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The husband's position as "figurehead" of the household is also undermined by the 

presence of the lodger, usually a young single male. This is one of the classic jokes of music 

hall. We have already seen that the lodger was a sexual threat to Pa in 'That's Pa!," and 

was seen by "Jupp" as a preferable role to that of husband and father. Not only is the 

husband seen as henpecked within the private sphere, but he is also ridiculed in the public 

sphere by the presence of the male lodger as his sexual rival. Furthermore, the lodger was 

also proof of failure as a provider. MacInnes has characterized the lodger as "one of the 

music hall Don Juans" (the policeman is also often cast in this role) along with the milkman, 

which the Wilkie Bard's song, "Never 'ave a Lodger For a Pal" would seem to confirm. 

However, in Vesta Victoria's song, "Our Lodger's Such a Nice Young Man," the lodger 

serves as a stand in for the henpecked husband. We learn from the child narrator that he 

is "So good, so kind to all our family!" and that "He kissed mamma and all of us, 'cos Papa 

was away." While there is the implication that the husband is a cuckold, the wife has 

managed to assign domestic duties to the lodger rather than her husband: "Before he goes 

to work he lights the fires and scrubs the floor" as well as "At night he makes the beds and 

other little jobs." Once more there is a hint of the lodger's sexual role as well as his 

domestic one. However, this song was specifically designed as a counter answer to Willde 

Bard's "Never 'ave a Lodger For a Pal," and as MacInnes has pointed out, "the supposition 

that the husband is a philanderer - or wants to be one - is an enduring convention." This 

88 'Our Lodger's Such a Nice Young Man" in Mander and Mitchenson, p. 85. Written 
by Fred Murray and Lawrence Barclay, performed by Vesta Victoria. 

89 MacInnes, p. 57. 
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could indeed be the case if we view papa's absence as opportunities for his infidelity, while 

the lodger serves as mamma's means of getting revenge. 

The theme of the lodger evolved out of the all too real overcrowding of the London 

housing market. We saw in "Children Objected To" the difficulties that a family faced trying 

to find accommodation, especially with numerous children. The housing crisis and times of 

depression did force many families to take in lodgers if they could spare any extra room, in 

order to make ends meet. The Medical Officer for Bethnal Green commented in his report 

for 1867 that "many families who could ordinarily afford to occupy a whole house, have been 

obliged to let lodgings; others who put up with two rooms have been obliged to put up with 

one."g0 Similarly, the Medical Officer for St. George's-in-the-East stated that "owing to the 

badness of the times, it has happened that many householders have taken in lodgers, or have 

let apartments .... 1191 

The literature on the acute housing problems of the 1860s and 1870s, outlined the 

connection between moral and social degradation and the plight ~f the urban poor. As 

Stedman Jones says of the authorities' consensus of oplnion: 

Crammed together in filthy, airless, and noisy one-room tenements, it was inevitable 
that the poor would be brutalized and sexually immoral and that they should seek 
to escape the dreadful monotony of their conditions of existence by craving the 
'cheap excitements' offered by the pubs, the low music-halls and the streets.92 

Report of Minister of Health, Bethnal Green (1867)' p. 4, as quoted in Stedman 
Jones, Outcast London, p. 178. 

12th Report sf the Vestry, St. George's-in-the-East (1867), p. 19, as quoted in ibid. 

~2 Jones, p. 286. 
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The "cheap excitements" of the music hall did, however, reflect the harsher realities of 

working-class married life, Violence in music hall songs are characteristically warranted by 

the wife's behaviour, occasioned by her stealing from her husband, or her "naggingn or her 

questionable fidelity. Many songs comment on these "facts of life," and attest to crowded 

police courts filled with brawling spouses seeking legal separation or divorce. Wives 

"knocked about" by their husbands are seen as somewhat akin to the husband's "conjugal 

rights" whereby her physical body is his to do with as he likes; thus, his actions are not only 

seen as justifiable, but "natural." Ellen Ross has given a dramatic example of this wife- 

beating mentality. She relates the case of the murder of Elizabeth Glover in January 1879. 

William Hancock was assaulting her outside the Black Swan Tavern in the presence of a 

crowd of six or seven, including a policeman. Hancock kept them from interfering by 

stating, "It's my wife, and I want to take her home, she is drunk" (which Glover meanwhile 

was loudly denying). Both a waiter and the policeman testified in court that they had not 

intervened on Glover's behalf "because I thought [said the policema4 they were man and 

wife...."93 

Music hall lyrics usually symbolize violence against wives in the form of the "black 

eye." In Charles Godfrey's song, 'Tbe Blessings of Marriage," a drunken husband paints his 

"portrait of marital blissu: 

33 As quoted in Ross, Tieme Questions and Taunts': Married Life in Working-Class 
London, 1870-1914," Feminist Studies, 8, no. 3 (Fall 19821, p. 592. 



No doubt you all think that I'm pretty near 'screwed'; 
Well, I am, and I don't care who knows it. 

I've been on the spree, and my money I've blued; 
I have, and I don't care who knows it. 

My wife will start nagging, for no reason why. 
Blow me, if she does, I won't stand it - not I. 
If she lets me have too much, she'll get a black eye. 

She will, and I don't care who knows it." 

The male protagonist makes it clear that it is his nagging wife that is the antagonist, and 

that the black eye she is threatened with is justified; his insistence that he doesn't care who 

knows it reinforces his belief that he has a right to both his "spree" and beating his wife. 

Ross has further commented on the reasons behind domestic violence: "Since men's desire 

for domination in marpiage, and women's to undermine it were openly acknowledged in 

their culture, it was not unexpected that men might use violent means to obtain their wives' 

obedience ... there was nothing secret or shameful about a Saturday night fight. Wives' black 

eyes were one material, and predictable, result of sexual antagoni~m.'~ 

In Gus Elen's song, "Me and 'er - 'er and me," the longmarried couple of the type 

sentimentalized in "My Old Dutch" have come to an "understanding" which includes violence 

which is romanticized, at least from his point of view: 

" me Blessings of Marriage" in Pulling. p. 69. Performed by Charles Godfrey in the 
1880s. Published by Axherberg, Hopwood and Crew, Ltd. 

9S Ross, p. 593 



I must acknowledge that she 'as a black eye now and then, but she 
don't care a little bit, not she; 

It's a token of affection - yuss, in fact that is love 
Wiv me an 'er - 'er and me.% 

Indeed, the song cover sheet prominently illustrates "er" with a blackened eye, suggesting 

that such an image was neither shameful or extraordinary (see Appendix 2.2). This "token 

of affection" would not seem to be reciprocal, but there are songs, generally in the 

henpecked husband genre, that attest to wives beating husbands as in another Gus Elen 

song "I'm Very Unkind to My Wife." He relates the "unconventionality" of his situation: 

"Just because she beats me now and thenJI've come to the conclusion I am not like uwer 

men."- The woman is also seen as at the root of a domestic dispute in Harry Randall's 

song, "Poor Pa Paid: 

Ma and Papa had some very high words, 
And into a p'lice court they strayed, 
And the magistrate fined my Mamma forty shillings - 
And Poor Pa paid!98 

The song implies that Ma's actions were not validated by the authority figure, the 

magistrate, and that sympathy lies with the other authority figure, Pa, who has to pay her 

he: testimony to her economic dependence on him. This is an ironic inversion of the "It's 

the woman who always paysw theme. 

% "Me and-er-'er and meu in Maclnnes, pp. 129-30. Written by Walter Hastings and 
George Le Brunn, performed by Gus Elen. 

P m  Very Unkind to my Wife" in Pulling. p. 71. 

98 "Pam Pa Paid* in &id, p. 76. Amibuted to Harry Randall. 
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In "Poor Thing" we are introduced to Sal Smith, who remained loyal to a philandering 

husband. He knocked her down the stairs: 

Her salt tears notwithstanding 
He shoved her off the landing 

and then left her to sob as if her heart were broke. As Willson Disher relates: "the climax 

of the tale, intended as a souIce of merriment, she makes a hole in the sea so as to be free 

from tussles down among the mussels, added to which there is a comic illustration to show 

her lying face downwards like a corpse at the foot of the stairs."99 Willson Disher 

rationalized this pathetic scenario as characteristic of Victorian insensibility and the desire 

to slhsc1r.1~ 

A similar macabre tale is told in the song of Sal Grogan. In the George R. Sims' 

ballad we are introduced to a once beautiful woman who had married a thief *ho beat her 

regularly, and then deserted her for another woman after battering Sal so severely that she 

lost an eye. During a fire, the other woman deserts the husband, and Sal risks her life to 

rescue the drunken thief. Her face is horribly disfigured by molten lead faliislg from the 

roof. This grim scenario concludes with: 

Oh, who would shudder or sicken, if he h e w  of the deed of race f Enshrined in the ghastly features of poor Sal Grogan's face?' ' 

/ 
99 "Poor Thing" in M. Willson Disher, p. 199. 

loo Bid. 

lo' "Sal Grogan" by George R. Sims, Pre~are to Shed Them Now, p. 86. 



In anoiker of Sim' ballad, "Moil Jamis O'?+orky, A Constable's Tde," we learn s f  

Moll's equally gruesome experience. The narrator constable related: 

Twas in this way it happened: Her husband, a horrible brute of 
a chap, 

Was arrested for smashin' her skull in, and half killing the babe 
in her lap.102 

When the husband Tom gets a fifteen year sentence, he threatens her once more: "'Have 

a care for yourself and the brat, Moll; when I'm free I'll just finish you both."' The ever 

loyal Moll tries to get Tom's sentence reduced by saying it was only a one time incident. 

The incredulous policeman tells us 'Twas a lie, bless your soul, why he whacked her, and 

kicked her night, morning, and noon." When Tom escapes from jail, Moll helps him elude 

the police by giving him her clothes to get away. She stays in the forest which the police 

have surrounded, "and [almost] died of starvation to give him more time to get free," leaving 

her demented. The constable concludes that women "ain't got no reason nor brains," and 

that they're "a darned contrydictory lot." 

The "female sacrifice" is a common theme that combines hardship with virtue, but 

there were limits to the abuse women tolerated outside the dramatic devices employed in 

music hall ballads. Ross has remarked that "Violence itself would not bring ~iVgt,'~ to the 

'threshold' of tolerance for marriage or husbands. What did cause women to seek legal 

separations or to leave their husbands informally, were threats of murder, physical attacks 

'02 "Moll Jarvis O'Morley, A Constable's Tale" by George R. Sims, Dagonet Ballads 
[London: George Routledge & Sons, Ltd., 1909), pp. 48-51. 



on the children (very rare according to all observers) refusal to provide income, and sexual 

insults (but usually not sexual jealousy)."103 

In "I've Been a Good Woman To You," sung by Jenny Hill in the 1880s, we learn 

what kind of circumstances a "good woman" had to put up with: 

I've been a good woman to you, 
And the neighbours all know that it's true; 

You go to the pub, 
And you 'blue' the kids'grub; 

But I've been a good woman to you.'("' 

The italicized "you" go to the pub, implies that she cannot, and that he squanders the food 

money for his own pleasure. Her stoical forbearance of a "lout" reinforces her perception 

of herself as a "good woman," corroborated by her neighbours. Jenny Hill further sang: 

He's out on the fuddle, with a lot of his pals, 
Out on the fuddle, along with other gals; 
He's always out on the fuddle, while I'm in such a muddle, 
But I mean to have a legal separ-a-aa-tion!lm 

The "fuddle" here is equivalent to the "spree" in the "Blessings of Marriage," and although 

there is the suggestion that the husband is not being faithful to his "good woman" with the 

presence of "other gals," the cost of his spree seems more at issue - "blueing the kids grub." 

'04 "I've Been A Good Woman to You" in H. Chance Newton, p. 111. Performed by 
Jenny Hill. 



When the wife threatens the husband over infidelity in Ada Reeve's song, "She 

Glories in a Thing Like That," she sings in the first chorus: 

A nice time you came home last night, there's something wrong, 
For I found a hair upon your coat, quite three yards long, 
"I'll get a Divorce you Brute!" - Then "hubby" comes out strong, 
"Oh! well! If I'm a brute, then you're a cat!" (see now) 
She knows full well her "row-ing" will not be in vain, 
For he'll pacify her feelings with a cheque, that's plain, 
To have a "row" - Then Kiss and make it up again, 
Oh! She glories in a thing like that!'% 

The song makes it clear that her "row-ing" (a variation on "nagging") is but a strategy in an 

economic tug-of-war. She is not as concerned about his possible infidelity as she is in 

extorting "guilt" money. The threat of divorce, is seen as just that: a threat or strategy to 

g i n  the upper hand. In "It's a Great Big Shame," "Jim's" pals exhort: "Oh! I wish as I could 

get 'im a divorce" implying that unlike Jim, they have the upper hand at home. A more 

informal arrangement than divorce is suggested in the George Lashwood song, 'The Lottery 

of Marriage": 

When we get married, it ought to be understood 
That man has the right to change his wife if she's no good, 
If the law allowed it, oh, it would be fine; 
I'd marry somebody else's wife - anyone's welcome to mine?07 

The pitfalls of marriage include nagging for men, and imminent poverty for women. If we 

look at nagging as a means of attempting to subvert male dominance on both a social and 

economic level, we can see that nagging was a political weapon for women. Open defiance 

lM "She Glories in a Thing Like That" in Mander and Mitchenson, p. 99. Written by 
George Everard, (1899)' performed by Ada Reeve. 

lm "The Lottery of Marriage" in Pulling, p. 70. Performed by Will Dalton and George 
Lashwood, published by B. Feldman and Co. Ltd. 



of male authority is implicit in this strategy, which, as we have seen, often resulted in 

physical violence. 

Financial concerns were the primary basis of women's nagging, and when this strategy 

failed to achieve results, wives often resorted to stealing from their husbands. In the James 

Fawn song, "Woman, Lovely Woman'' we see how women "manipulate" their husbands, 

especially when drunk: 

Who sits up when we're out at night? 
Woman, lovely Woman! 

Who meets us when we come home tight? 
Woman, lovely Woman! 

By whom up the stairs are we carefully led, 
And when we're asleep and our senses have fled, 
Runs through our pockets, when we are in bed? 

Woman, lovely woman!lo8 

Nancy Tomes cites the example of the real life case of Mary Ann Ford who so infuriated 

her husband when she took his entire week's pay that he ending up killing her and stood 

trial for her murder. He testified: "I never meant to kill her, she should have kept her hand 

out of my pocket."'" 

Stealing from husbands could indeed have dangerous consequences, so wives turned 

to other methods such as pawning to combat insufficient weekly budgets. However, pawning 

was generally done without the husband's knowledge, and this could also lead to serious 

108 'Woman, Lovely Woman" in Pulling, p. 71. Written by Felix McGlennon in the late 
1880s and performed by James Fawn. 

Nmcy Tomes, '"A Torrent of Abuse': Crimes of Violence between Working-class 
Men and Women in London, 1840-1875," Journal of Social History 11 (Spring 1978), 
p. 332. As quoted in Ross, pp. 583-84. 
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repercussions. At the trial of Robert Plampton, who stabbed his wife Emily Marla, it. was 

found that after a series of confrontations one afternoon, Robert went to take a nap and 

found that the blankets had been pawned. A saucepan had probably been pawned as well, 

delaying his dinner, since Emily had stopped for several drinks with the neighbows as she 

set out to borrow another one.''' Wives had to be exceptionally judicious in how, when 

and what they pawned in order to keep their sphere operational, thereby eluding male 

interference. 

Creating income from "within" the home required considerable skill and expertise. 

Women had to maintain the family's neighbourhood reputation in order to secure good 

credit, and she also had to be a resourceful bargainer to know which shops paid the most 

for the clothing and domestic items that could be pawned. This transaction usually occurred 

on Mondays in order for her to make ends meet throughout the week untl the arrival of 

the Saturday pay-packet. Woman pawned singly and collectively, sometimes making bundles 

for others to pawn, as a means of mutual assistance within their sharing network. Charles 

Booth observed the importance of credit and how the same set of garments were pawned 

every week, and that a family financial windfall would warrant the purchase of a luxury item 

that would have greater future pawn value?" Roberts noted in The Classic Slum that the 

wives of the Edwardian community were not only judged by what they possessed, but also 

by what they pawned. Clean clothes had a higher status than hearth rugs or pots?'2 

'lo Old Bailey Trials, as quoted in Ross, p. 580. 

Charles Booth, as quoted in Stedman Jones, p. 91. 

Roberts, p. 25. 



Men's clothes, especially his "Sunday best" were the first to be pawed because of their 

higher return. A music hall parody of the Bdi" entitied "Mer  the S'nawi" wryly 

comments on pawning practises: 

After the shawl went over, 
After she got 9d, 
She pulled out another bundle, 
That bundle belonged to me! 
'Twas a pair of my best Sunday trousers: 
"Five bob" I Heard her dl; 
I then saw my best Sunday trousers 
Go after the shawl.'* 

Reporter James Greenwood recorded the case of a woman who for eieven years had 

pawned her husband's razor for three pence after he had used it in order to get a glass of 

gin, redeeming it in the evening with her husband's wages."' 

Monday pawning was not strictly a matter of domestic busisess; it was also a socld 

occasion for women. A somewhat aghast George Sims noted in lzhe Cry of the ChiZdren that, 

"From home to the pawnshop and from the pawwhop to the public house is the 

conventional Monday trip of a vast number of poor married women ... The women meet 

their neighbows at the pawnshop and adjourn to the public house for a glass and a 

gossipPnl" Ross reiterates the personal case history of a woman who recalled her mother 

partaking in this Monday morning ritual known as "Mother's Day," and that after returning 

home, the women danced the can-can and other music hall favourites in the building 

Arthur Hadley, Penny W n :  Autobiographv of a Bethnal Green Boy (19471, as 
quoted in Ross, p. 590, 

'" James Greenwood, "Pawnbrokery in London," p. 114, as quoted in ibid. 

" G a r g e  Sims, The Cry of the Children, p. 19, as quoted in Ross, llSurvival Networks: 
Women's Neighbourhood Sharing in London Before World War P, p. 11. 
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sourtyard, accompanied by another woman playing rhe mouth orga&l16 Not only does this 

demonstrate that women did engaZP, in social activities outside the home, but that il was an 

activity which warranted pawning hous~hold items for. Moreover, their f a d a r i t y  with 

music hall repertoire would a h  suggest that t4eir pawning economy also provided for trips 

to the music hall, and that the matrons found nothing mordly amiss in such entertainments 

as the GB-can. Significantly, even p r  women did not deprive themselves of pleasure that 

usually involved drinking in a convivial atmosphere. 

Music hall songs have a lot of fun with drinking women; they are not particularly 

censured for doing so, bus again there are clas considerations that informed attitudes. 

Middle class women were characterized as teetotallers, while wurlhg class women saw 

notbing wrong with imbibing, although the impression is given that they were more 

ci~m-ct in their drinking than their husbands. In the T.W. -or son& "At My Time 

oC fife," the aging vlXe comments on both ker bngstanding drinking habits and her refusal 

to ape 'Ae more fashionable "highty flighty girls" that haxe so ixnp~ssed her husband: 

I likes my drop of stimulant as dl good ladies do, 
a 'arf a quarter, 'two out' used to do bctween the two; 
But now he says it's only 'roughs' as patronizes 'pubs' 
For all 'New Women' wot is 'class' belongs to swagger clubs!'" 

Her class lcydties are made very elev in rite chorus: 

Nmv fancy me old 'Mother Scrubs' a-jineing these 'ere 
Totties' cf tlb,  

Fancy me deserting the 'pubs', At my time o' life!'18 

a6 R- p li. 

'" -At My Time of Iife" in Garnfnond, p. 59. Written by T.W. Conncr. 

" Ibi4 p. 60. 
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Marie Loyd expressed simiIar sentiments in "A Little of What You Fancy Poes You Good": 

Now, I like my drop of stout as well as anyone, 
But a drop of stout's supposed to make you fat, 
And there's many a lar-di-dar-di madam doesn't dare to 

touch it, 
'Cos she musn't spoil her figure, silly cat!"9 

Clearly, the audience would appreciate the "indulgences" that the r2iher robust Marie would 

signify. It also thematically parallels the "enough" versus the "feast" mentality found in 

"Don't Have Any More, Missus Moore." "A little of what you fancy" was more socially 

acceptable than excess, although "lap;_:e.s" could be forgiven. This is made evident in another 

Lloyd soag, "My Old Man Said Follow the Van" or "Don't Dilly Dally on the Way." 

Perturbed at having to "shoot the moon" as well as the loss of her "nicest bit of china," she 

tries tc get over it "with a 'two out' and a chat, 'Cos it's the little things like that what does 

you good."m We can feel sympathy for the wife who can't find her way to her new 

address because she "stopp'd on the way to have the old half q~artern"'~' 

The class solidarity that is associated with working class drinkirg habits, both male 

and female, is demonstrated in an 1894 song, "I'm One of the Girls," sung by Marie Kendall: 

And I'm one of the girls! A girl to spend the chmk; 
I'm one of the girls to have what you like to drink, 

"A Little of What You Fancy Does You Good in Gammond, pp. 140-1. Written bj 
Fred W. Leigh and George Arthurs, performed by Marie Lloyd. 

"My Old Man Said Folhvs the Van" or "Don't Dilly Dally on tbe W3y" in Gam-ond, 
p. 153. Written by Charles Collins and Fred W. Leigh, performed by Marie Lloyd. 



I don't mix with iords or dukes or earls 
My old man is one of the boys, and I'm one of the girls.1u 

As Vance sang of "Beern: 'The beer that you get, when it's bitter and wet, is the same for 

a clerk and a peer."lZ The married woman in the audience could raise her own glass to 

such sentiments and enjoy her own sense of community and social representation both in 

the stalls and on the stage of the music hall. 

" T m  One of the Girls" in Mander and Mitchenson, example, 113. Performed by 
Marie Kendal. 

" "Beef in PuIling, p. 27. Performed by Alfred Vance. 
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CHAPTER 3 

"THE GIRL OF THE PERIODw GOES TO MUSIC HALL. 

This chapter turns its attention to another overlooked segment of music hall 

audiences: single girls and women. Like their married sisters, these women had long 

frequented the pubs, tavern concert rooms and pleasure gardens, accompanying their family 

or "sweetheart" for an evenings' entertainment. Since early industrialization, new labour 

markets arose that exploited the advantages of female labour, and these employment 

opportunities allowed the shgle girl to develop a new economic and social identity which 

gave her more visibility in the public sphere than did the more private and localized 

domestic realm of the wife and mother. This visibility was evident in the music hall, and 

women's presence aroused much consternation amongst moral reformers who saw the 

independence of the working girl as the cams foedoris of a fall from virtue and a license for 

excess. The conviction that single women would be "corrupted in the heady atmosphere 

of the ha& served as the justification behind surveillance and restraints imposed on single 

women. In this vein, there is considerable speculation in music hall related discourses on 

the sexual availability of the "girl of the period." What made matters worse for 

contemporary commentators were the difficulties surrounding the identification of a 

women's sexual status. A prion' notions concerning class and sex became increasingly blurred 

as women's new economic power allowed them to "dressn outside their class, and their 

mobility undermined geographical class assumptions. Music hall moralists, newspapers, and 

govenunentd inquiries, along with music hall lyrics themselves constantly mention clothing 
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in their efforts to discover kho" a woman is - a "respectable" single girl, a factory worker 

or shop girl with class pretensions, or, invariably, a prostitute. 

But what was the appeal of the music hall for these women? Besides providing a 

convivid environment for SOcializIng, how did the music hall entertainment "speak to them" 

and what were their responses? While there me many songs dealing with the bliss expected 

&om marriage, did the songs that deflated mmiage from the wife's point of view (as we 

have seen in the previous chapter) mitigate their expectations? Did the "good time" offered 

by the music hall reflect a sense of celebration for the single woman who had some 

economic leverage to avoid male social domination? Did she have more in common with 

the young man out on a "spree" than she did with the more domestic themes that spoke to 

married women's daily lives? Did the lyrics that she sang along with reinforce her own self- 

image, and if they did, what kind of image was being constructed? Finally, how did her 

presence affect other male patrons of all classes? Tbis chapter seeks to answer some of 

rhese questions. 

Who was the "Girl of the Perid? J. Ewing Ritchie, in 2 7 ~  Night Side of london, 

The girl of the period Zs to be feared, talks far too much slang; 
affects a manner not occasionally a little too fast; in her 
innocenm assumes wicked ways, which she mistakenly fancies to be winning ones. 
A visit to the A l h d p a  w d d  teach her this ... that in the race virtue and vice do 



not st&* fair - the fallen one, tiicked out with i i i e ie t i i~ i i i~~  ait ... is a mizr make 
for fools than herself ....I 

Ritchie further suggested that music hall audiences generally consisted of "fast men and 

women, who are disposed to pay very handsomely for their pleasures.'" Ronald Pearsall's 

analysis of her in The W m  in the Bud notes that the "ostensible opponents of her new 'fasti 

ways - fast was an adjective born of this period (186w - secretly sympathized with her"' as 

what was considered de n'guau was constantly changing. In 1868 Mrs. Lynn Linton wrote 

in the Saf~rday Review that "the Girl of the Period is a creature who dyes her hair and 

paints her face ... paving] an inordinate love of gaiety, a bold determined manner, a total 

absence of respect towards her elders, and sometimes even toward her parents; a flippant 

style of conversation and a glaring and sometimes immodest dress.'" The prospect of the 

"Girl of the Period" bore ominous overtones for the future of womanhood - her worldliness 

would threaten her inferior status and reproductive responsibilities. However, these 

negative images were softened in the comic patter of the halls. Here, she was welcome, and 

affectionately satirized in song. Bessie Bonchill in 'The Girls of Today" sang: 

She's a real penny novelty girl, a sit in a hovelty girl 
A ladder of ropeity, midnight elopeiv girl, like one in the play; 

' J. Ewing Rtchie, The Ni&t Side of Eondon (London: Tinsley Brothers, 1869), pp. 
83-84. 

R o a d  Pemall, 5~ (Toronto: 
The MacMillan Company, 1959), p. 98. 

Saturdav Review (1868) as quoted in Pearsall, p. 98. 



A sweet "ladye fai_re*-ityy don't con& her ahirity, won't wash her 
faceity fay; 

A shirkity workity, worse than a Turkity, frivolous girl of the day!" 

The new found opportunities for consumerism, for "immodest dress" and "frivolity" emerged 

from the working girl's position in industrial society. This consumerism also manifested 

itself in the music hall where she could enjoy the '%uits of her labour," as well as 

demonstrating her ability to elude traditional class and gender-based restrictions on her 

appearance and behavisur. 

Peter Bailey has noted that there were-zonsiderable numbers of single working girk 

in the music hall, especially in the cheaper upper reaches, and that their number was 

probably increasing! He has further observed that figures from casualty lists, such as the 

D~ndee  crush of 1865, confirm the presence of both male and female factory hands between 

12 and 18 years of age? Dagmar Hoher has confirmed that young single working girls 

predominated among women found OE victims lists. She states that these women "worked 

in textile factories or as domestic servants, message girls or in shops and offices. The more 

employment facilities fur women a town offered, the higher was the percentage of women 

T h e  Girls of Today" in J.S. Bratton, The Victorian Pouular Ballad (London: The 
MacMillm Press LA&, 1975) p. 193 Written by J.P. Harrington and George Le 
Brunn. Published by Francis Bros. & Day [ad. 18&S]. Performed by mde 
impersonator, Bessie Bonehill. 

Peter M e y ,  Leisure and Class in Victorian England (London: Methuen, 1987), p. 
161. 
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attending the halls.'" The 1861 London occupational census lists 265,284 females over the 

age of ten engaged in personal service; 116,888 in the clothing, boot and shoe trade; and 

18,935 in commercial, clerical and retail occupations? By 1891, the figures had increased 

to 361,398, 136,931 and 43,945 in each respective category, although the percentage of 

females employed in these particular occupations had decreased by 3.29% since 1861.1•‹ 

If we take t7ne maximum seating capacity of halls licensed by the Middlesew, Surrey and City 

of London Magistrates in a mean year, 1878 (this totals 175,900)" and take into account 

the median population of women engaged in the above-mentioned industries between 1861- 

1891 (a total of 471,691), the numbers would suggest that, following Hoher9s thesis, the 

number of single working women in these occupations far exceeded the maximum seating 

accommodations of music halls. IE! applyirrg her theory to London, we may infer that there 

was a greater demand for this kind of leisure activity. 

Because of the perceived "looseness" of the girl of the period, many music halls 

restricted the conditions of her entry. Ritchie outlined how some single women 

circmvented policies geared towards prohibiting unescorted women, He questioned how 

Dagmar Hoher, "The Composition of Music Hall Audiences, 1850-1900," Music Hall, 
the Business of Pleasure, ed. Peter Bailey (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 
19861, p. 81. 

Gareth Stedman Jones, Outcast London (London: Penguin Books, 1971, 1984), p. 
358. Appendix II, tabIe 1. 

Bid, p. 359. Appendix II, table 2. 

D.F. Cheshire, Music Hall in Britain (Newton Abbot: David and Charles, 19741, p. 
32. 
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so many soldiers could afford a trip to North bndon  music hall: 'The spectator," he 

observed, '"would be puzzled to account for the ability of the private soldier thus to sport his 

lovely person did not one remember that he is usually accompanied by a female companion, 

generally a "maid-of-all-work'' of the better class, who is too happy to pay for his aristocratic 

amusement ... on condition that she accompanies him in the humble capacity of a friend."12 

Through connivance or by her consent, the working girl gained admission to the halls, 

avercoming any economic, social or sexual barriers that impeded her entry. 

The Good/Bad Girl in Song and Performances 

Musk hall productions kept pace with the girl of the period. Peter Bailey has noted 

that the musical comedy girl was "derived from the palpable social reality of a numerous 

goup of new women who did not fit the exclusive categories of madonna or magdalene ... 
the clss  and status of the new working woman were harder to read."u Young working 

women were idolized and yet sexually scrutinized in such hits as 'The Bar Maid," 'The 

Gaiety Girl," "The Shop Girl" and m e  Earl and the Girl." The songs reflected the 

experiences of those involved in the "white blouse revolution" as well as domestics, factory 

workers and coster girls. The caricature of Bessie Bellwood's barmaid (see Appendix 3.1) 

alludes to her sexual "knowingness." It shows her with a coy smile and alludes in the caption 

reference to the Middlesex Magistrates, the licensing body entrusted with safe-guarding 

l2 J. Ewing Ritchie, Days and Nights in London (London: Tinsley Brothers, 1880), p. 
69. 

If Bailey, "Parasexuality and Glamour," p. 166. 



morality in the halls. Nonetheless, she, too, was a working woman who found employment 

in the halls. In the music hall song, "Pretty Little Sarah," we are told that Sarah earns a 

pound a week "as a milliner in the city" and gives her mother a crown a week for her board 

and keep -- "the rest she spends on clothes to make her pretty."" In "Pretty Polly Perkins" 

we meet a young servant maid who lived on board and wages in a nobleman's house in 

Paddington p re en.^ The enterprising Milly, of "Milly's Cigar Divan," was reputed to make 

1000 pounds per year?6 While Milly is, perhaps, more indicative of bourgeois aspirations, 

we see that even a coster girl made enough money to go to the music hall in "'What Cheer, 

I am a girl what's doing wery well in the wegetable line, 
And as I saved a bob or two, I thought I'd cut a shine. 
So I goes and buys some toggery, these 'ere wery clothes you see, 
And with the money I had left I though I'd have a spree. 
So I goes to the music hall where I'd often been afore, 
I don't go in the gallery but on the bottom floor.'' 

" "Pretty Little Sarah" in fane Traies, "Jones and the Working Girl: Class Marginality 
in Music-Hall song 1860-1900," Music Hall. Performance and Style, ed. J.S. Bratton 
(Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 19861, p. 35. 

IS "Pretty Polly Perkinsn in H. Chance Newton, Idols of the 'Halls' Being My Music Hall 
Memories (London: Heath Cranton Ltd., 1928), p. 42. Performed by Hany Clifton. 

'"What Cheer, Ria'" in J.S. Bratton, The Victorian Popular Ballad, p. 184. Written 
by Will Herbert (1887). Performed by Bessie Bellwood. 
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Jenny Hill, famous for her representations of servants and "eoster girls," sang chiefly 

about the archetypal music hall subject of the drunken spree, under such titles as "Every pub 

we saw, we went inside of it," and "Four Ale ~ a l . " ' ~  However, as Lois Rutherford and 

Peter Bailey have observed, "the 'spree' was more normally associated with the socially 

unacceptable behaviour of working men, indulging in a release from the restraints of the 

workplace and h~rne.'"~ Here we see "indulging" females who use their hard-earned wages 

to facilitate a "spree." In both their representation in song and in their actions within the 

halls themselves, there is an inversion of roles and behaviours normally connected with 

women. In carnivalesque terms, the "Reign of Misrule" is sanctioned. 

In Natalie Davis' essay, "Women on Top," she discussed how such inversions could 

undermine as well as reinforce the traditional social and political order. She asserts that 

"the image of the disorderly woman did not always function to keep women in their 

place."" Such unruliness on the part of women, Davis suggests, served to %den 

behavioural options for women within and even outside marriage, and, [sanctioned] riot and 

politid disobedience for both men and women in a society that allowed the lower orders 

few formal means of protest"' Mikhail Bakhtin has argued that Cannival is always a 

primary source of liberation, destruction and renewal, and rather than merely reinforcing 

J.S. Bratton, "Jenny Hill: Sex and Sexism in Victorian Music Hall," Music Hall, 
Performance and Style, p. 1U6. 

19 h i s  Rutherford, "Haffnless Nonsense': the Comic Sketch and the Development of 
Music-Hall Entertainment," Music Hall. Performance and Style, p. 137. 

Natalie Zemon Davis, "Women on Top," Society and Culture in Earlv Modern 
France (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 19651, p. 131. 
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the st- quo, it helps to change it.= While Bakhtin has focused on Rabelais' day, there 

are connections that can be made with women in music hall. If we see the halls as places 

open to all, like Carnival, the people were provided with an actual experience of life without 

the hierarchies of "official" ~ u l t u r e . ~  The boisterous 'Ria, for example, pot of stout in 

hand, deserts the gallery for the floor, flaunting the artificial seating hierarchy, as she revels 

in her spree. As Davis has further noted in 'The Reasons for Misrule" the function of 

festive life was more than a "mere 'safety valve', deflecting attention from social reality," for 

it provided a forum in which people could criticize the political order.24 

Patrick Joyce has argued in miom of the People that "the halls emphasized the 

celebration of consumption in terms of their exaltation of style; the figure of "Champagne 

Charlie" was in these respects an evocative one.'" The spree of the swell, did however, 

have its female counterpart, embodied in the male impersonator. How would the single 

working girl in the audience have viewed another female dressed as a man, enjoying 

traditionally male pursuits? Could she, too, vicariously enjoy the experience of rejecting the 

social limitations imposed on her? Would the obvious knowledge of a feminine body in a 

male persona allow her to mock the swaggering attitudes of the so-called superior sex? In 

Davis' terms, she literally is the "woman on top." 

" Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World (written in 1940, published in Moscow, 
1965. M.I.T. Press, 1968). See chapter 1, pp. 4-12 and chapter 2. 

Natalie Zemon Davis, "The Reasons for Misrule," Society and Culture in Early 
Modem France (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1965), p 47. 

" Patrick Joyce, Visions of the People. Industrial England and the Question of Class, 
1848-1914. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 308. 



Peter Ackroyd looks at the social, sexual and econo~laic implications of cross-dressing 

in Dressing Up, Tramvestafion and Drag: the History of an Obsession. He notes that clothing 

was used to reinforce order in the community: 

When men wore top hats and frock coats, a phallically slim and sombre unihnq at 
the same time as women wore uselessly elaborate lace and crinoline, a definite 
statement was being made about the nature of nineteenth-century society and the 
economic role of the sexes within it. Transvestites abrogate all these pervasive but 
unacknowledged codes, and by denying the symbolism invested in clothing of their 
sex they break some of the most deeply held beliefs .... 26 

Ackroyd also makes clear the connection between cross-dressing and Carnival, and its 

historical role in English society, noting that both men and women participatsd. He states: 

When the Feast of Fools was secularized in the sixteenth-century, in the festivities 
associated with the election of the Lord of Misrule, its transvestitic aspects became 
clearer and better documented .... At the Shoreditch festive, Naogeorgus writes in 
The Popish Kingdom (1570), Both men and women change their weede, the men in 
rnaydes array, And wanton wenches drest as men, doe trauell by the way .... 27 

From its earliest inception, music halls had a long tradition of male impersonators which 

included such performers as Fanny Robina, Bessie Bonehill, Nellie Farren, Millie Hylton, 

Ella Shields, Nelly Power, Hetty King, and the celebrated Vesta Tilley (see Appendices 3.1- 

3.6). Many of these performers had started out as principal boys in musical plays, and as 

Jane W. Stedman writes, "their appeal was partly sexual" ... [offering] opportunities for the 

sort of physical display that Nelly Fanen's silver tights provided when she played Mercury 

in Gilbert's The~pir.''~ Ackroyd states that "Madame Vestris had some claim to being the 

Peter Ackroyd, Dressing Up. Transvestism and Drag: The History of an Obsession 
(Nonvie'h: Jarold & Sons Ltd., 19791, p. 34. 

27 Ackroyd, pp. 52-54. 

'' fane W. Stedman, "From Dame to Woman, W.S. Gilbert and Theatrical 
trans vest is^" Suffer and Be Still: Women in the Victorian Age, ed. Martha Vicinus 
(Bloo~iington, 19721, p. 22. 



first principal boy ... but the =:2k impmonator is never aiyiiiiling more thaw what sire 

pretends to be: a feminine noble mind in a boy's body. It is a peculiarly sentimental md 

thesefore harmless rever~al."~ Peter Bailey has suggested that ?he male impersonator 

may have served to "flatter the men in the audience" and that "casting a woman as 'one of 

the chaps' also served to reduce distance and the difficulties of formal address between the 

sexes ... she mi@ be manageable on male fcrms rather than as an unpredictable fema~e."~ 

However, although there was never much doubt that a woman existed beneath the clothes, 

it put an interesting twist on the songs that she sang in mde character. Vesta Tilley, 

immaculately garbed from head to toe, actudiy set men's fashions:* in her guise as "swell" 

or the "masher" about town. In songs like " M ~ ~ l t y  from Monte Carlo" she cut the 

pretentious young man f om the suburbs down to size. She mocks: 

Monty from Monte Carlo 
Monty from over there-&. 

He's hot! Great Scott! 
When he's having a stroll in Leicester Square-ah. 

Girls sigh with admiration, 
Dukes cry, "Well, P declze-ah! 

It's Monty! Monty! 
The Monty Carlo pang] ~nillionaire-ah!~~ 

Moreover, as Christopher Pulling observed, 'With new songs &e this she began "debunking" 

Leicester Square as -he symbol of the gay life of Rather than seeing the 

r, Ackroyd, p. 102. 

a Pzter Bailey, "Champagne Charlie: p. 64. 

Christopher Pulling, Thev Were Sin$ng, and %%at They Sane About (London: 
George C. Harrap & Co. Ltd., 195̂ L), p. 33. 

" "Monte from Monte Carlo" in Pulling' p. 34. Performed by Vesta Tilley in 1910. 
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&f~+'i:a~rs 2s "hmdess," as Aekoyd miicfudes, or as ego-serving miiitrwtioiii &at deflated 

sexual tension for ma*& as Bailey believes, the pote~\tjal of the male impersonator can be 

interpreted as a far more vola.tile phenomenon. Bailey admits that the male 

impersonator could suggest that the swell was less than a but such allusions to 

impotency deny the power of the wonian who has usurpcf his role. Ackroyd does 

acknowledge that the male impenmator was not strictly ineffectual, in that she served as 

a thrcaterring "woman out of place," but such disorder, he also notes, is indicative of the 

festive role of female ~ l i n e s s . ' ~  In keeping with Davis' &servations we can see that, 
I 
I 
I 

as with the sonp dealing with working girls out on a spree, the male impersonator also 

i 
fimctioneci as a challenge to male culture, and served to "tell the truth about unjust rule."" 

If we look at the previously tfiloted Bessie Bonchill song 'The Girl of Today," the 

satirical observations rdn her behaviour take on a new meaning when we see that it is a 

woman performing it in mate dress. It now serves the function of satirizing the perceptions 

of the m?.k swell and assumptions about the girls in question. Moreover, his sexual 

bravado is mocked in another Vesta Tilley song, "Algy" (first sung in 1895): 

He's miq weH known is Ngy, to the !a.dies on the stage, 
Such a jolly good chap is Algy, just now he's all the rage, 
And a rip2mg big favomite, Algy, with the ba-luaids at the Cri; 
He's very well known is Agy, 
.b the Piccadilly Johnny with the little glass eye.= 

n =A# i~ Puliing, p. 33. Performed by Vests TiUey, (1895). Note the barmaid 
reference and the implied sexual relatiomhip with the sweK 



The sexual reputations of soldiers and sailors were implicitly ridiculed in another Tilley 

song, "Jolly Good Luck to the Girl who Loves a Soldier," and Hetty King's rendition of "All. 

the Nice Girls Love a Sailor." But mockery could also be tinged with tenderness and 

sympathy for the decayed man-about-town, bent up keeping up the appearance of a swell 

as in Ella Shields' "Burlington Bertie from Bow." His indefatigable optimism contrasts his 

pathetic situation: 

I'm Burlington Bertie, I rise at ten-thirty, 
And saunter along Iike a toff. 
I walk down the Strand with my gloves on my hand, 
And then walk down again with them off. 
I'm all airs and graces, correct easy paces, 
So long without food, I've forgot where my face is. 
I'm Bert, Bert, I havedt a shirt, 
But my people are well o& you how. 
Nearly ev'ry one kno-m me, from Smith to Lord Roseb'ry; 
I'm Burlingtan Bertie from BOW." 

Songs Iike 'The Rowdy Dowdy Boys," sung by Millie Hylton, a d  'The Nineteenth Century 

Boys" smg by Fannie Leslie, celebrated 'kine, women and song" and the communal joys .qf 

the male spree. When performed by a womm it also suggested that women, too, understand 

such pleasures and a sense of gender solidarity, reinforced by class. In Bakhtb's sense, 

female pefformances on stage and the identification of single women in the audience, served 

as forces of liberation and destruction that culminated in a new kind of renewal. 

Another inversion of the power relations between the sexes, indicative of the "world 

turned upside down" in music h a ,  can be seen in songs that show the single girl 

circurmrenting her would-be lover. Like the dominant wife who gets the best of her 

- - -- - 

"Burlington Bertie from Bow" in Pulling, p. 36. By William Hargreaves, published 
by Lawrence Wright Music Co. Performed by male impersonator, Ella Shields. 



busband, these are "women's jokes," in which, as J.B. Bratton has observed, "the quick-witted 

girl runs circles round her undesirable husband or lover, masquerades in male roles, and in 

some way, escapes from a fate which the world has sought to impose on her.**= The "girl 

of the period" compliments the formidable matriarch in that they both are "active rather 

than passive participants in events of every kind, they have opinions and powers of their 

own, and are a force to be reckoned with or counted upon rather than a symbol to be 

admired and revered.& While there is implicit sexual antagonism in the figure of the 

male impersonator, there are m a y  songs where men are outrightly rejected by single 

womer, In "A4illy's Cigar Divan," we learn that many men want to marry Milly, who has 

become a successful b-sines woman, 

Ent Milly's up to snuff and won't be tied to any man 
She'd rather keep her freedom and her own cigar divan4' 

Here is how mother heroine who nrns a fish shop, repels an unsuitable lover: 

I d e d  him Johnny Raw and cried 'Now keep your place', 
And took a piece c~f hot fried fish and slapped it in his face. 
He IooKd just like r great Tom Fool but not a word he said, 
I took up a b w l  of batter and poured it on his head 
And then as a good wind up to make the fun complete, 
I gut together a mob of boys to pelt him through the streer4' 

Physic& abuse was aIso heaped on anather "innocent," courting a working girl: 

When I first courted Nancy she was, oh, so very shy, 
And when I kissed her first she broke my nose and black'd my eye; 

" "Milly's Cigar DEmn" in Traies, p. 44. Written and composed by John Cooke, (1884). 
Performed by G.H. MacDemctt. 

" As qucucted ia Maurice WifIson Disher, Victorian Song &om Dive to Drawing Room 
(Landon, 1955), p. 135, 
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She was a barmaid at a tripe shop, where I often used to call, 
But now She's a professkmd at some big Concert ~ d l . ~ ~  

In "Pretty Polly Perkins," sung by Harry Clifton, we learn of a "broken-hearted "milkman" 

who is dumped by the young servant maidm4 As Jane Traies points out in "Jones and the 

Working Girl," these Ends of songs, when sung by a man, demonstrate an ambiguous 

attitude towards her in relating the difficulties they have in meeting her, rather than any 

conflict in her own positioa4 She further comments that, "songs for women singers (swh 

as Annie Adam', "English Girls" and Nellie L'estrange's "No You Don't") celebrate and 

defend the independence of the girl who could look after herself, knew her own mind and 

had her own latch key, and was too worldly wise to be taken advantage of or 'got round'!" 

There are many songs that present the single woman as the classic "female deceiverf' 

in order to trick a man into marriage or con him out of money. James Henry Stead, In 'The 

Perfect Cure" lamented how he "wasted on her lots of cash,'" while the gent in G.W. 

Hunt's "Bloomsbury Square" is fleeced out of 10 pounds'8 In Vesta Tilley's, 'The 

As quoted in Pearsali, p. 58. 

"Pretty Polly Perkins" in H. Chance Newton, Idols of the 'Halls' Being MY Music Hall 
Memories (London: Heath Cranton Ltd., 1928), p. 42. Perfirmed by Harry Clifton. 

Traies, p. 39. 

Ibis p. 38. 

T h e  Perfect Curen in Disher, p. 137. Written by F.C. Perry. Performed ty James 
Henry Stead. 

"Blmmsbury Square" as quoted in Traies, p. 22. Written by G.W. Hunt. Performed 
by George Ltybme. 
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Hunt's "Bloomsbury Square" is fleeced out of 10 pounds.& In Vesta Tilley's, "The 

Afternoon Parade," the hero is duped out of 20 pounds by a barmaid who eventually marries 

a pot boy? 

In defying male attentions, the single girl in song uses a number of devices, but all 

to the same end: she asserts her own ability to control her own economic, social or sexual 

fate. In defending her virtue, she has to be just as cunning and active as those who wish to 

destroy it. For the males in the audience, her elusiveness stems from both her ability to 

transcend social definition by her fashionable dress and her rejection of a demure 

demeanour. Traies also makes the point that "For the middle-class male there is another 

element of uncertainty about the working girl, and that is the question of her sexual 

availability. She is usually selling something, but is she prepared to sell herself?'" Bailey's 

delineation of the "piirasemality" of the barmaid, can, in some ways, be broadly applied to 

the single working girl who entered the halls and was represented on stage. He states that 

parasexuality is a "safely sensational pattern of stimulation and containment" and that it 

established new forms of male/female intemcti~n?~ The possibility of conquest is of lesser 

importance than the single girl's ability to establish her own terms of barter. She may flirt 

unabashedly, but this does not mean that she is easy to seduce. 

"Bloomsbury Square" as quoted in Traies, p. 22. Written by G.W. Hunt. Performed 
by George Leybuurne. 

" "The Afternoon Parade" in Traies, p. 40. Performed by Vesta Tilley. 

The theme of the female deceiver is treated also in the chapter on prostitution. 

Traies, p. 42. 

" Bailey, "Parased ty  and Glamour," p. 166. 
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The difficulties in distinguishing a "respectable" single girl from a prostitute are dedi 

with in greater detail in the following chapter, but there are ambiguous messages about 

feminine attitudes regarding sex in music hall songs. We have seen that wives were less 

threatening because they were sexually accounted for, and their sex had a procreative 

justification. The single working girl was much more difficult to define in terms of her 

attitude towards sex. Her wage earning allowed her greater personal autonomy, and the 

anonymous nature of urban existence provided cultural liberties that would have been 

impossible in rural or small town environments. In "Her Golden Hair was Hanging Down 

her Back," we are told of shy Flo, who left her village for the city, "but alas and alack, she 

eame back with a naughty little twinkle in her eye.ld2 Flo had posed for a tableau while 

in the city, and the combination of appearing on the stage and being naked, "save for her 

hair hanging" down her back, served as sufficient innuendo to see her "fall" as inevitable. 

However, it should be recalled that if the girl came from the country, she would have been 

exposed to a strenuous form of courting known as 'bundlingi' which made premarital 

intercourse the rule.53 

In Ta-ra-ra Boom-de-ay," a tune coming out of a St. Louis brothel and exported to 

England, the infamous Lottie C o b s  let it be known in her quasi-sexual gyrations that she 

wits: 

"Her Golden Hair Was Hanging Down Her Back" in Music Hall Song Bo& ed. 
Peter Gammond (Newton Abbot: David and Charles Ltd., 1975), p. 49. Written by 
Felix McGlennon. Performed by Alice Leamar. 



Fond of fun as fond could be 
When it's on the strict QT 
Not too young, and not too old, 
Not too timid, not too bold, 
But just the very thing, I'm told, 
That in your arms, you'd like to hold! 

Ta-ra-ra Boom-de-ay! .... 54 

The "good bad girl" was perhaps best associated with Marie Lloyd and her popularity grew 

out of her perceived "naughtiness" rather than actual obscenity. The "Spectator" put forward 

an antipathetic view of her in the Star of 14 October 1893: 

She typifies, I suppose, the "knowingtt female, the sophisticated young person for 
whom life has no secrets, but imperturbable self-confidence and a trick of winking 
at every other word strike me as rather inadequate compensations for a shrill voice 
and a toe which is neither light nor fantastic. But in the music halls it is, almost 
impious to question the talent of Miss Marie Lloyd .... 55 

T.S. Eliot wrote of Marie Lloyd that she had a "capacity for expressing the souls of the 

peopled and Dion Clayton Calthrop, in Muck H d  Nights stated of her: 

No one could be more British. She is the height of vulgarity with a great heart. Her 
naughtiness is that of a child who wishes to shock .... Women who have families and 
go to church roar with laughter and turn pink ....57 

The sexual titillation of the n3ughty girl, evident in music hall songs and drawn out in 

prfurrnance, demonstrated that the chaste courtship of legend was not reflected in "Demos's 

Mirror." Questions about the morality of the working girl are further seen in the Marie 

" Ta-ra-ra-bocrm-de-aJI" in Gammond, p. 37. Written by Henry J. Sayers. Performed 
by Lottie Collins. 

" "Spectator: The Star 14 October 1983, as quoted in Cheshire, p. 75. 

" T.S. Eliot as quoted in Peter Bailey, "Introduction: Making Sense rJf Music Hall," 
Music Hall. Business of Pfeasure, p. xiv. 

Dion Clayton Calthop* Music Hall Nights (London: John Lane, The Bodley Head 
Limited, 1925), p. 82. 
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Lloyd song about ' m e  Barnaid" where she is categorized bji both hei- mde and fernde 

customers as everything from "awfully jolly" to a "brazen There is, as Max 

Beerbob wrote, "no compromise, no friction, between the form and the audience. The 

audience is the maker of the form, and the form is the symbol of the audiences9. The 

Rabelaisian performance of Marie Lloyd offers a case in point. If the audience demanded 

sexual titillation from a distance, and they had paid the price of admission, who was she to 

refuse them. As she noted, they had not paid their money for a Salvation Army 

testimonia~.~' 

Marie Lloyd's appeal may be class based, but it also reflected the appeal of the "girl 

of the period." She, too, was a "knowing" female, and thus performances such as Lloyd's 

reinforced the sexual autonomy of the single working girl. These women were not reticent 

in making their own inclinations known: 

Come to me closer, my love, 
Come closer, dear 
Place your arm 'round me, 
I will make you feel queer. 
Fondle and kiss me 
When no one is near, 
For you know I'm a 
Modest Young maiden? 

" Traies, p. 42, T h e  Barmaic written and composed by E. Rogers, (1894), performed 
by Marie Lloyd. 

59 Max Beerbohm, "In a Music Hall" (20 June 1901) More Theatres, 1898-1903 (New 
York Taplinger Publishing Company, 1964), p.1397. 

" Gareth Stedman Jones, 
Histoy. 1832-1983 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 225. 

As quoted in Pearsati, p. 46. 
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J.S. Brattcln has seen a similar "lack" of modesty* a, most "unladylike" mtic@dion of 

marriage consummation in Nellie Wallace's song "Half-past Nine on My Wedding Day." 

The chorus goes: 

For next Monday mtxning is my wedding day. 
When the supper's over if the company wants to stay, 
Me and me George we shall resign, 
We're going to blow the candles out at half-past nine!62 

Likewise, in "Waiting at the Church" the deserted bride tells us she "dreamed so about the 

h~neymoon. '~ The implications of these songs is that women enjoy the physical side of 

courtship just as much as men do, but only when the have chosen their lover, rather than 

being seduced by him. The music hall attitudes towards courtship are succinctly summed 

up in the following verse: 

Something rather dangerous, something rather nice, 
Something rather naughty, though it can't be called vice, 
Many say it's nonsense, others think it wrong, 
All agree it's jolly, though it don't last longeU 

The "naughtiness" of the single working girl serves as a social climax that leads to the 

denouement of marriage where her sexual energies are safely contained within her 

procreative role. On the other hand, her "paraswruality" placed her in close proximity to the 

prostitute. Her "fast" ways and showy dress eluded conventional sexual categorizations. The 

new found economic leverage of the "girl of the period allowed her to break the traditional 

"Half-Past Nine on My Wedding Day" in Bratton, p. 185. Written by Charles Collins. 
Performed by N e w  Wallace. 

" "Waiting at the Church" in Gammond, p. 87. Written by Fred W. Leigh and Henry 
E. Pether. 

62 Ronald Pearsall, Victorian Sheet Music Covers (Newton Abbot: David and Charles, 
1972), p. 70. 
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codes placed on her behaviour and her rejection of these restraints made her all the more 

conspicuous in the public realm. Her patronage of the halls is but one manifestation of her 

social. independence; indeed, there is a celebratory air that marks her presence. Not only 

does she subvert class biases through her consumerism, but she also undermines gender 

expectations. This is most clearly seen in her depiction as the "unruly" female, and the 

consequent sexual threat that she poses prior to her safe repatriation in marriage. In music 

hall song, she is free to revel in ostensibly male pleasures: the "spree" and seduction. The 

male impersonator embodies the role inversions that are associated with the single working 

girl. In this guise, she can vicariously enjoy nominal male power, at the same time as 

challenging it. Her cleverness and vitality are championed in songs that portray the male 

as gullible and easily misled, and such power inversions would have made the "reign of 

misrulen in music hall an appealing feature for the girl in the audience. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Added Attractions and Licensing Liabilities: 

The Presence of Prostitutes in London Music Halls 

This chapter attempts to locate the prostitute, both amateur and professional, in the 

world of London's music halls from the Ratcliff Highway to bicester Square. 

Contemporq social investigators and moral reformers such as William Acton, Henry 

Mayhew, Charles Booth, J. Ewing Ritchie and Edward Thomas established the link between 

prostitutes and music halls. National and local government inquiries, along with newspaper, 

lyrical and pictorial evidence, confirm the pivotal role that prostitution played in the 

evolution of London music halls. 

With the uniform neglect of women's roles in music hall historiography, it is not 

surprising that the presence of the prostitute is glossed over: she is summarily dismissed as 

an axiomatic element of music hall audiences. If indeed prostitutes were a sine qua non of 

audience composition, their experience would seem to warrant the same careful investigation 

that heretofore has been given to class analyses of male patrons and music hall ownership, 

finm&g and architecture. 

As we have seen in the previous chapter, many single women did attend music halls, 

especially when employment outside the home afforded them greater opportunities to 

exercise their economic indepesdence. The attraction of music halls as a source of leisure 



and entertairint  was the same for the prostitute as the single "legitimate" working girl, but 

for the prostitute, the music ball also served as a convenient site for solicitation, wherein 

'%usiness and pleasure" could be combined. The financial dividends of venal sex, did, 

however, separate the kinds of lifestyles that the single working girl, legitimate or otherwise, 

was able to afford. It is within this context that both popular attitudes towards prostitution 

and those of moral reformers must be addressed. 

As well, the attitudes of music hall owners and proprietors towards prostitution 

requires due attention. Initially the prostitute represented "profitf' in her capacity as a music 

hall "added attraction'' of sexual spectacle and promoter of alcohol consumption. However, 

her presence became increasingly problematic as the enemies of the halls began to exert 

pressure on local government to police public morality. With the prospect of potential 

closure and monumental revenue loss, music hall entrepreneurs and operators began to view 

prostitutes ss a "licensing liability: and took steps to protect their interests. This took the 

form of a new marketing strategy direaed at attracting the "family" rather than covertly 

catering to "flash women" and "fancy me=" 

It should be noted that this trend towards vice surveillance and retrenchment was not 

a phenomenon peculiar to the music halls, During the 1870s, moral reformers, feminists and 

social ac6vlsts were engaged in combatting prostitution on another more political front: the 

repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts, which regulated prostitution in specified miiitary 

garrisons and port towns. With extension of these laws to the metropolis apparently 

imminent, repealers waged their battle with immorality in the press and Parliament in a 
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highly puMidz0 war of words; music halls were but a single target in their rampip. of 

moral outrage. Social purity directives now superseded the traditional temperance attacks 

levied on music halls, and led to new fmms nf proscription. Whereas the prostitute had 

once found a relatively "safe haven" in the "temples of vice" subject to her economic 

exploitation, she was fast becoming the focus of moral immolation at the hand of forces 

within and without the music hall. The Magdalene had irrevocably transformed both the 

body and spirit of London music halls. 

The road to prostitution was indeed a well-travelled one irr Victorian England. Most 

nineteenth-century observers agreed that the avenues that led to trafficking in vice were 

poverty, immorality due to overcrowding, seduction (usually as a result of drunkenness) or 

desertion. There was also the opinion that some women entered prostitution by choice. 

Given the employment opportunities available to single women and their meagre 

remuneration, it is easy to see the superficial attractions that a life of prostitution held. This 

prompted the female vanity theory, where a love of "finery" precipitated a fall from virtlrz. 

Amateur or part-time prostitution was engaged in to provide "extras" or augment legitimate 

incomes that were subject to seasonal or occupational bouts of unempbpent. Moreover, 

 fie demand for prostitutes ensurcd that the market would flourish. With the prevailing 

attitude that middle-class women were basically asexual beings, prostitution was seen as a 

means of re!ieving sexual tensions within marriage. As well, young clerks who were forced 

to delay marriage due .to social and economic restraints also swelled %e demand for Zlicit 
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sex, along with licentious aristocrats - the "traditional" patron5 of prostitutes. The military 

combatted its requireme~i for celibacy with a program of regulated pros;ltution introduced 

in 1864. The -Metropolitan Police Reycrt of 1868 listed 6,515 "know? prostitutes while Sir 

John Simon's Public He&& Report of the same year believed the figure to be in the 

neighbourhood of eighteen thousand? For the country as a w~~ole, the Westminster Review 

placed the number at 68,000 in 1869.~ If this figure were correct, it would have made 

prostitution the fourth largest temale occupational group.3 Thus the "necessary evil" was 

sustained by the social and economic realities that many men and womca faced, and 

nowhere was this no12 evident tkan in th: music halls. 

The apparent duke vita of prostitution vexed moral reformers who feared inat 

respectable working girls would envy the advantages that were accorded the prostitute, and 

would seek to emulate her. And there were comparative advantages, as Judith Walkowitz 

points out: 

The standard of king of prostitution was perceptibly higher than other working 
women A prostitute, even a sailor's woman, could earn the weekly wages cf a 
respectable working woman in a day, at a shilling a "shot." Prostitutes had a room 
of their om; they dressed better; they had spending money and access to the pub, 

William Acton, Prosiitution (1857) 2nd edition, ed Peter Fryer (London: 
MaGibbun and Kee Ltd,, 19681, pp. 38 and 177 respectively. 

"Prostitution in Relation to the National Health," Westwimter RP,view, 92 (1869), p. 
185. 

B.R. Mitchell, Abstrad of British Historical Statistics (Cambridge, 1962), p. 60, Table 
C, 1871. As quoted k EM. Sigsworth and TJ. Wyke, "A Study of Victorian 

and Venereal IXwase,'' Suffer and Be Still: Worngn in the Victorian 
Age, ed, Martha Vicinus (Blwrningto~ 1972), p. 79, 



the $ncipal faidit; in the working class neighboxrhoad ha t  ptuvided heat, light, 
coo4:ed food, and mngividiy" 

Like the pub, the music 5aii served as an yven more glamorous venue, whse the 5 isibiljty 

of the prostitrte ma& her advantages gkrhg1y appxent to fttz toiling d(~mejtiq factoq 

worker or shop girl. E'w~:d W. T h o ~ m  of the Li;tiQoti Feicde PreventiVe and 

md Fa?,kw, that the rekdonsaip between working girls and the music ha!! was one that 

irrvarkhly would lead into depravity and vice, caased by "low wagts for lone hours of wil; 

Iiircrty to spend their evenkgs as they choose; the all~mm%t of the music half, and the fact 

that moral probit is not ~sen t i a l  to &ex- callkg.'* Yillim Acton. in :us i&uer.tial wck, 

ProSfifutrfutron, was concerned over the effect that prostitutes would hale on, not cnly single 

W O ~ L I I ,  but married ones as wel!. Me stated: 

My chief inrerest 123 In onsidering & effect produced on marfied women by 
'xcoming aa'ustcaed a< these reunions to vdtness the Gcious and profligate 
sisterhood flamthg it gaily, Jr 'iist-late., in their languag - accepting ;t:l the 
Menticns of men, freely ?lied with 'iquoz, &ing ii :be best @aces, dressed far 
above the3 station, 'tritb glen9 of money to spend, ad denying themselves no 
amusement or enjoyment encumhered with 30 domestic ties, am burdened witk no 
childrea6 

e0nt:mpt~raq comentatm,  hrrwever, saw prostituticil as a moral descent lather :han as 

an wcup3tioad choice. FrequeMy the mxsic ha1 was cited as an avenue which precipitated 
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jrk made them e s j  targets fm prowiing TO&%. 3. Ewing Eitchie, i~ DQ-~ nrd 

N@& in hndon! related the ,acidence of a girl who went to the music la11 with an omnibus 

conductor who piweeded to ger ker drunk and take adva~tage of her. Ritchie admonished: 

"I need not the reder to say wkat b:mm of ber. Let him question the u111'urtunatz 

mnea who mwd the *eaCing thoroughfares of a night how they became to be what they 

are."7 %Vide this dcclamatiou on the morai crib of rmsic hall may seem a litti? 

melodlamaiic, Peter Bailey observes that a similar fate awaited rtre lmemploved bar maid: 

'When her novelty as the siren of tbe bar wore off, sis was likely to bs &nmisced, aod 

numerox personal te~i;~noIi.;qs to prison &aplains and police court missionaries were 

addue4 to Oimonstrate how easy was the xibseg:ent descent to ~rost i tuthi .~ '~ Thomas 

related how om prostitut: wzc killed by her client (anotber omnibus dr:uer), after a 

deiauch;d evening whieh'4uded a visit to rle music hdL9 The enemies of the halls were 

generally convinced that in the words of one cf their nuni%r, they were mostly "anter~om 

to the biu&4sp" IndeeA at WiItonts h ;he East End, the galeery could be entered mly 

rhrou@i the brotfrc1 hssrde which he hall wzs built?' The music h a ,  designated as a 

mouse of meeting" for "adgnation and solicitationff was assailed no; only for caterhig to 

- _ _ .  

J. swing Ritchie, Days Jlod Ni& in London, (J .ondon: Tinsley Brothers, 1880), pp. 
-17-48. 

"eter baitey, "Parasexuziity -4 Glamour: the Victorian Barmaid as Cultural 
Pr~tot,rpe," GenLer and Historv, 2 (1990), p. 163. 

Thomas, p. 45. 

lo As quoted in Peter Bailer, Leisure and Class in V i ~ " c o ~ m ~ ~ & u @ ,  (London: 
Methuen, 1987), pp. 167-68. 
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prostitutci, but also for cultivating envir~nmea: that was conducive to c r e a t i ~  

prostitutes. 

Socia slesttgators ofk.n had difficulty in distinguishing the "morally lax" woman from 

the professional prostitute, Dress a d  manna was not a dependable indicator of the 

prostitute's calling, espwklly when her style was copied by enviow "respectable girls." What 

is made clear in contempor,uy commentary are certaiz class-based assumptions in the 

hehatkurs that narkea a prostitute. *fie geography of certain London music halls, 

especially tlm kind of clientele thaL could be found there,. served as a cynoswe in the 

detectbll of prostitutes. Hemy Maybew, in h n h n  Labour and the London Pow (1851- 

18621, devised six categories of prostitutes; 1 j kept mistresses and prima donas; 2) convives, 

both independent and those subject to mistresses who provided board a& dress; 9, low 

lodging houx women: 4j sailors' and soldiers' women; 5) park women; 5 )  thieves' women. 

The sympathy or censure extended toprostitutes by witen of the day &~.n depended on 

where B e  pmstitute worked. The experience of the 3ast Endprosiitutc was often depicted 

in lurid detail, but it was more comprehensible when it was contained within the envkonc; 

of the lower cases. The more fashionable West End prostitute posed an entirely different 

kind &threat to the uppr ranks of society, yet she, toq was seen as an invariable eiement 

-Jf bon vivcazt society. This atntude h n d  increaang expressim frctn the supportms of the 

CD Acts: some members ~f P a ~ a m e n t  fmc3 local government, as well as t:re military, the 

medical profeszion and the poke f~~ces responsible for the enforcanent. Thus, the 

disoounes on prostitution zire not as limited in swpe as most anti-vice pro;~aganda 



'The East and West End Prostitute: A VIW fmm Wighin and Withom 

1::e prospect of i%e rkque, *bether in the form d "earthy" entemimnent; and 

fmnd is the environs of the Ratcue Highmy aid The London Decks. So, t03, could the 

dregwf =*hnredom. Kello-w U-tesney asserts that "a few docksid? music halls may have been 

almost as dedicz~ed to prosti-tcs and their foU.~wrs as a Ratcliff Highway dame room or 

Kate Hamilt~n's.~~ Fhard 'V. Tfi~rnas made this co~ection dear in his travels m a g s t  

the %endless and f & e d  He obs~cied &ti: 

?u rire e a t  end of London, md in rZle immediate neighburhood of the docks, it is 
aot too much to say : h e  Ilumic ktallsalls are aanged to suit the peculixities of their 
kguenters, na*. adow, hwlts a d  crimps Ratcki Hi~hway is thickly wididied 
with these res0:es." He cm&%ed: "Of the Female portion ot e== a3dit-w it could 
be seen at i_ glance - ns: was there ~3 attemp a: wAealment - every one was a 
fallen w m ~ m  .... Efay wert remarkably we,fl-clcae~ s far as ;mt9rkd went. Tbp 
numkf of f e d e s  grariy e ~ i z d e d  that of males, which was explaked by the fact 
tXit the S&?S then 51 dock were comparativtly few.n13 

This particular form of prostitute, the "saifdr; wife," attc7ched hersel•’ $9 a single sailw while 

g r i  trs:e within the dwIo;-idc music ha& "h & things promhmx seemed to rest with 

-- -- 
" K e b w  Cbney, I3e ~&Society. An A c c o ~ . . ~  of the Victorian Underworld 

( k t ~ n :  Gambit Inc, 1970), p. 340. 
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tLc females"; the master of ceremmies was unable i~ estabiish order as thz prostitute's 

presence dete:-hed the o v e d  hehaviour of the hall.14 As the dirge-like penis of the sea 

wele s u ~ g  by these music hall patrons, they were, followed by a "~eck;~,ss uzd riotous chorus:' 

exf'ressive .I$ the "spree" on shme again" In many respects, the prostitute was the tangible 

zxpression of this "spree" wPde in por4 vith the music hall senring as the medium. 

'The 1876 3hograph by Alfred Concanen of the Gmboat, a Ratcliff music d l ,  shows 

the predominance of sailors, aad ~ g g e m  tr;9 pr:seme of pmstitut~~. ,The number of 

women dispIqing ''fr~; m d  easy" behaview, drinking and sitkg in h e  iaps of ma% are 

proportionate to that of tbc number of males (see Appendix 4.1). In Fred Bmard's 

depiction of an East End gallery z~diencc h the lxsf;C)s, we also see a numbe,. of sailors, and 

a young ra&m coy-lmkng woman is ic t h e  foreground eyeing a soldier, although she is 

prtsumably accompanied by &e bored gentleman 3itt.l his ;~w arouhd her. fi hovM 5e 

noted that a policeman can b-- seen h the bzi;kground !ceeping watch over the audience (see 

William Acton had also ernbarked on a mu of the Ratcliff Highway halls, 

acmmpanied by a police escon He obstmed of the audience aa1; "the majority w:re men, 

but these wer- in many instancs accompanied by wives and ~ ~ e e t h e a r s  ... some were 

prostib.te$ bur many were married women, according to the belief of my in(~rmants."'~ 

bid, pp. 4041. 
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The distinction between 2 PaiWs wife : and a regular prostit& is clearly more en'dent in 

Thomas' account than that of Actc~. Perhaps this a n  be explained that Acton's 

informants were Captain Harris, Assistaat Commissioner &'Police. md two impept~rs a;~d 

a ~hpen.&endent. These rllw would have had a greater familiarity with working elas and 

seamen's particulzr "rna~age" arrangements, and a personal inowledge of individual 

prostitutes and their relationships. 

Sdicifi:im commingleci with flirtation; vaa l  sex with promiscdy,, Only the most 

obvious public hdiscretions were censured by o'ficials. This ambivalent attitude i-ds 

the existence of prostitution !a music halls is seen in a 1891 Inspector's report to the 

Eondon County Cound in the mdienw of the Chierbury in 5 ~ 1 t h  b-ndcn: "I sw none 

that I should consider to be prostitiites .... me audience were wncipally tradespeople, and 

fk& wives, worlring men, lads and girls .... I did not obsene m y  persons whose klhaviour 

wmid mark them as prostiutes.'i17 

While Pnspectorj may have hat diffriculty in idenWq prclstitutes, the audience 

would certainly have been mare ef those among their cofiuiiunity who were prostitutes. 

u t ~ t r k  ~ o s e m d  that when a comic singer cl:lirmed to hnzt spotted some prostitutes i:~ the 

audience - the "naughty ones" he called them -- the "dlusion was receiu:d with la~ghter."'~ 

" As quoted in Swrr Pennybacker, "It wrs not ~ h a t  she said b ~ t  the way in which she 
said it: l%3 London County Council and the Music Halls,", ed. Feter Bailey, Music 
Hall: The ]Fimjp,ess of Pleasure @@ton Keynes: w e n  University Pi-ess, 1386)' p. 
129. 



Bracebridge Weayng acd poke  authorities stated that Stepney prostitutes readily integrated 

themselves into the social life of the ne&nbourhood.19 Judith Walkowitz's studies of the 

subect has led her to conclude that tht; rabouring poor were of different minds on the issue 

of prostitutes. She writes: "Some saw prostitwon as a threatenins and illegitimate form 

of social behavinlir. Others -e to kiderstand and tolerate prostitution as one uf a series 

of strategies 5.dopted by women to s u ~ ~ e ,  even though it was not an option officially 

sanctioned by the pocL' c~mmunitj."~~ 

Although the upper clas ride was chayacterized a i  both a creator and diernt of 

pstitutes, men from the lower ranks of society dso availed themselves of the :ervices of 

prostitutes. The social ckmography of both East and West Ena halls became increasingly 

amorphous as the appeals of musk hall were"popu1arized." William ictm perceived "the 

spread of immorality both in the East and Vest E.nd of London with the trcriiendous 

increase in the numbers of music halls.''21 He saw the s m e  'mingling ot vlcious with 

tlresumablv respectable worn& at the Alhambra and otbgr music halls of ihe West End just 

as he did in the Ratelif: Highway? Tkc moral reformer F.N. Charrington, in The Battle 

ofMm'c Halls, noticed changes in the patronase of hsby's Music Hall in the East End. 

l9 "Prostitution in London," i3 London L&our and the London Poor, 
Mayhew, 1861 (New York: Dover: 1968), IY, pp. 2'33-32. As quoted in 
p. 31. 

ed. Henry 
Walkowitz, 
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He observe6 groups of "yourig inexperienced clerks" a d  the "Wesi End qpes of customer" 

among the crowds of 1 4  tradesmen, labourers and sailors caning and going from the 

pSlummingk' Bad its won&@as. equivalent iL the form oi the "cheap seats" sirailable 

in the West End ha&. "East Enrlers" therefore had the opportunity to "rub 1:Tbows" with 

London3 elite i~ the palatial surroundings of such halls as the Empire and the Albmbra. 

The Londm music hall had moved into the West End :n 1361, wih the opening >f the 

Pavilion md the 'Ixford. The proliferation of young clerks in such audiences is of pssing 

interest iri the discussiim of music hall "attractians." 

Peter Bailey has cihxxssed *be semd identification of the derk with the "swell" in 1lis 

essay "Champagne Charlie-" Citing letters to the Daikj Tekgraptr of the 1860s on the plight 

of rhe "Young Man 4 the Day," he noted that the ymng clerk would trijoy vicahusly the 

ptential sexual exploits of the narcissistic "swell" which were denied him aue to h e  limited 

contacts with females of his om stat io~ dut to parental contr01, econo& reasons h r  

deferkg ma-riage ard Ms being "too wary, too imyenmious, or too inhibited tr. avail 

himself d a pkctitute's se~ces."" This explanation, however, fails to consider that the 

music hall facilitated encounters with pr~stitutes, and that "young ineqmiemed clerks" dia 

As quoted in P. Summe~Lield, "Patriotim and Empire: Music Hall, 1870-1914," ed. 
John M. MacKenzie, hperialisrn and Po~ulia Culture (Manchester: Manchester 
University Pr~ss, 19&), p. 23. 

" Pctw Bkiky, ,"Champagne Charlie: ferfarmance and Ideolngy in the Music Hall 
Swdl Songn ed. J.S. Bracon, Music Hall Performance and Style Odilcon Keynes: 
Opes University Press, 1986), p. 62 
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indeed enjoy liaisom with prostitutes. ATth~ugh Ritchie blamed the dow&ll of &c: clerk 

on his Qesire to "apeq the swehof the music hall," he also noted further inducemelits into 

depravity: 

By the light of tbe gas he sees not how yamted are the wretchtw women &essed in 
silks and satins, with M o w  cheeks and hag& bedecked with imibtion jewellery. 
Under the -Whence of %quorand music and bad ?ompany, the careful training orf the 
home IS undone ... led away "the strange woman;' gee$ i er "strai@taway s 
an ox gueth 13 the slaughte~~ or as a fool to the correction stalks."26 

A popu2-a- song of the period outlines the "uptown" experimce of "Johli the Msher" on 

Satur&q half-holiday, which attests not only to class pretensions but to the presence of 

prostitates as well: 

I'm t: Street up *,he S~mdity, cane in my handity? 
Doing t h ~  grandig Sweller2 
Very mrch Baronly, See NeBy Farrenly, 
Short dresses and boots :ather tall, 
AwfuUy xoficking, fearfully frolicking, 
Nmbei  one Masher 

Ea_r)wcm c ~ f  rx-eiiji round b-ice,c;ter Squareiry, 
A pushity shove* loveiiy dvv&Q 
Hottest young Masher of all. 

But now I'm z dc& care a figity, awfully bigity, 
Wonderful collarly feller, 
Five 4 & s k  teaity, weak at the kneeity, a 
Kersirlgtsn Gaiide,q sweh;  
krtie ?ad Gusty, from university, do, dear boy, giw us a d, 

--- 
LC J. Ewhg Ria~hie, nie Night Side of London (London: 'I%sley Brothers, 1869), p. 81. 



A s!aher:y, dashe-9, czsheq mass?exrty 
Mashiest Masher of allen 

Mimicking ibe swell, ("the Crutch md Tootkoicku brigade of which NeHy Farren sang), was 

a yopula theme in music hall programs, but part of tl.& mimicking behzvio~~r include0 

picking up prostitntes. It was common howledge that prostitmion w a s  rampant in the area- 

fringe elements a: .middle class society, medial and law smdents, bohemians, "well" =d 

"masher," "pluckd their petals" after an eening at Loadon's most celebrated halls found 

in the vi~inity. Doripqw, or amareurs, who exchanged th~Jx se~rices for an ei'tdng at 

these more fashionable balls and an oyster supper,28 could be Lo~ind mongst the 

~ofessionals who wcre nocorhus for &playing aeir charms and soliciting atteation along 

the music ~ a l l  promenades. Ritchie stated t3at the "nearer you approach the Wes: End ... 

Gere is more than one mum haU I codd name which is little 3etter than a place of 

assiption and rendezvous for ~ o ~ I  w o z , ,  and where j 7 0 ~  may see them standing by 

the refreshment bars soiicihg z Jrink horn all who pars." Thomas, low eve^. w;s more 

reserved in his asshment of the presence of prosututes ia the llarge West End halls: "I 

would not say that all the femies were immo~d characters, but d affirn? )hat I: have seen 

Ritdiie, Days md Niehts in London, p. 76. 



Lyrical references to prostitutes in music hall songs suggests chat ktercoum with 

prostitutes was a.1 acknowledged p a  1 of the :&a? milieu of the halls. The audience would 

be "in" on tfie joke, when, for exmp1e, Harry Champicn warned t3e unsusfecting husband 

,?f the pecuniary pui~uits of .wme o; the ladies of Leiceskr Square. 

U you're goiilg up is fat as Leicesteir Scuare 
Y o ~ l l  find a lot of tricky Females there' 
It w-11 all )e U.P. d e n  yow face they gaze upon, 
Triey're zvre tc war% bit 0' your overtime, 
Sc, take yo= umbrella with yo~h ~ o h n . ~ '  

The geographical idendfiation Z impi~rtant to intt:rpreiation of the as music hall 

semiotics depended on common place knowledge; in t%s m e ,  aicester Square s the 

spnbol /rTr West End prostitution. 

In many respect=, the West End prostitute compliments the characterization of the 

well in music hall song. Her visibiEty is emaerated by her "sham" glamour and social. 

conceit, as evi.ienced in the following lyric: 
4 .  

1 say, kids, have you seen my Molly? 
Have you seen her ~'higrionmade of artificial hair? 
i say, lads, have you seen my Molly? 
She is a little beauty, and tlje pet of kicester Square. 

As guted in S. C?kxbre Fe'stead, Ibe Stars WLu Made ihe Halls. A Hundred 
%ears of En~$&h Humour. Harmonv wd Hilarity {London: T, Werner Laurie Ud. 
1946): pg. 43. - 

. - 



She wears 2 mmt!e, dress and shaw9, 
I%at ~ o s t  a m - 9  complete, 
Anct spork the n ~ w  H e m a  Boot, 
They sell i~ Oxford Street? 

m e  comection between the sweli and the prostitute is expressed in the Harrington and 

LeBrunn wng of the late W 0 s  entiiied Tfi~ Belles of London." In a simils: vein to the 

theme of the dominant wife or wx-king girl who &VI:~LS the attention of mdes, t ~ c  

prostitute gets the 'm!er of &e swell: 

Have you heard the London Belles 
Singing "hg-Do~g' o the swells? 
Not the bells in the steeple; high; 
But the ones wound the 'Cri'? 
YodU fZrd the belles in !hundred% there, 
'Wearing dher p."x)ple's hair.; 
Once, i went, dresser' like a Prince - 
I've bee,.; 'storey' ever since! 

Oh! 'me belles of kndon Town! 
Dingdong. I've be- undone! 
Clipped md stripped. and dipped, md whipped 
By the belles of T ~ n d ~ a !  

Mdudie wzs the fh t ,  and she 
king the clanges n i c ~  on me; 
Kksed me twice - then, with a grin, 
S a d  'Gt\odnight', sto* By gold pin? 
Smn, anothe~ ptting, Tlo', 
Said 'Ca! war, I love you sc,!' 
And f ix : ,  br:ile, this charming thing, 
Fro= my finger Wn?lg my ring!% 

a As quoted In ~~ 
symbolic of the vagina. 

p. 347. P a d  notes &at $!e slipper, shoe or boot was 

As quoteu m J.S. Bmtton, The Vtctori% Popular Ballad (London: MacWan 
Pien Ltd, 1979, pp. 159-70. The "Belles =E londods by Ha-pton and 
LeBnmq pe~.-f~nncd by T.W. Barrett in the late 1880s. 



10aii0b but aESO by the refereace to their fdse hair, which in turn is indicative of the art 

of deception practised on "poor muspecting males." Allusions to the West End prostitute 

in song are generally of'* &fS nature, wherein the male is "tricked," or more explicitly 

in T'he Belles of London," "clipped sild stripped, and dipped, and whipped," by the deceitful 

demi-mo~des. Hnwever, it shod6 be noted fiat songs that refer to prostitutes are, by and 

large, from the male p4nt of view. An exception to this can be fourtd in the lyrical 

represctiitisn 6: the East End prostitute. In "The Matron's Story" (although written by 

George Simj the life or me prosfitrrte i; iz no way glamorized; indeed its pathw and ?hock 

value would be all the more amte wbzn perfomed by a woman. As with many oi Sim's 

bidlad$b &e mfferiug and abused w3man, in t i s  m e  a prostitute, is the mzans through 

which b9 can morally ob.+dte the attractions of prostitution. The most expeditio* way of 

tc a "filthy slud -- ?he DeviS's place.Yhe Molly of "the Matron's Stoqn i s  not the pretty 

demimonde we saw in bietster  Square- She is bzought to a midnight refuge, drunk, 

Her face was flushed and smiien, and a blow had cut her eye, 
-And the blood t b t  had mzed moticer! on her cheek was caked and dry.% 

m e .  Molly attacks and injure; the claplain, throwing a hymn.~l at his face, he in turn 

spnbolidy offers his right cheek, and instmcts that wounds should be dressed. Both 

:doa& anb the &q&& mw save visible scars. Moiiy "went back to the a&l outcasts with 

w h m  such women herdE; and is not heard of for five years, un'ril one night when the 

" George R. Suns, The Matron's Story,"hgonet Ballads (London: Gdrge  Routledge 
and Sass Ltd. 1909)' p. 66. 



crowd, a womx~ saws hkz and calk tee police. We I s m  rhis is Moiiy, who pays, 3er debt 

to the chaplaia and m w  works aj a matron in the refuge. This sensatitnalized account gives 

-.*ice to the "noble whore" or "sded dtve"  them^; her depravity and demoraiization have 

thet roots in ?overty avd exploitation. 

distinction bewen the lifp of an East End prmtitute and ker West End manterpart is made 

~~y apparent. Intc?res+ingly there IS M e  sympathy extended to the preacher of the 

midqi.ght meetirg, an Eal, who aies tn L'seare" the East End prosti&.# mt of her trade 4 th  

by jumping into the rivi;~. The meting ihat brought together "the wretched warriors who 

sin for a cmt to eat: is contrasted wit5 a different &d of midnight m e e w  - "a ball ir a 



m4J 

could c~ joy  a sense of moral supeirrity in identifyrng with the haidships faced by ths .'noble 

whore," as well as the "aafty barlot" who undermines vould-bc swells. One can only 

spedate  how the prmitute in the au&ace would hqlve leased ta her reflection in "Demos' 

Mirrcr." H~wever, her mclusioa in the retime ~f music hall sm; themej, does suggest an 

Zcceptanc: of her pre--ceDce as a de facto part of urbarl life. T~.?lether she is repicted as a 

comic exploite of men ox a pathe& .+-ictim of exploitation men, was largely depenoent 

on wher?: dre practiaa p.-ostituthn, with ?a ccncomitant rlnsc biases. 

Quite apart fiom these distinctions, r i  is clear prostitutes were an integral part r ~ f  

both East and West ezd audicncej, dong with  tarried m e n  and sirgle ~Oriung girls. 

f'et, her presence v.rcs  LO^ strictly that of a passive patron; she was also an. ;s-cive solidtor 

within the h;t\s. In this dntext, the propfeton of the halls zisa~~~ially bmefitted from the 

pbzican of .such &cicts are in a seize dependent lor the s u m ~  d +heir bu:iaess on the 

ih pubhhouses a d  music fialls."'' Coa?arable observations would &o be made of the 

p ~ a l e n c e  of prostitutes in the West Fad music iialls. Jusi as %'lorn= had noted the 
A 

recipwal relationship between prostitutes and music i d s  in h e  East Enc! Ritchic 
' 

prostitutes: "Sueh m-dc. halls are amoqst the most successful of them a& and the 



proprietor: reap ihe golden bn&tm momas observed that the public authorities were 

of assigm5ons are n i a y  HP- susestel that "T thc magistrates entr~alste vdth 

h z  respomfiie power of granting licenses to those s~~ablisshments ... would only aq-t 

5mnseives oy persoml okrvatim with the real ch~Sacer of these places ... no doubt that 

a very iarge number of those who IL(N SP easily obtaiu Zcemes would find tbeir applications 

met by stern rcfUsi:is -4s pressure goups tha? ad,~catcd srtch restriftin- g&~.9d 

political momentum, music hall proprie;ors began to search for atemtive methods of 

One of the public sithorities chaqed with keeping prostitutes IU check were the 

metrop0titai-j. police - a monumental task when one, considers the shezr numbers of women 

enp.gcd in prostitubn either on a part-time c;r fd-time bask- Regulahd ~rostituihn 

introdu~& ;in i864 in garrison and port towns was overseen by a special plice task force. 

\Kith this iu mind, X ir not surprising that the police did not vjev, the suppression ef 

prostitution as a high pioriw. Aner all the h n ~ ~ ~ ~  evii" was recognized ald ovtrseen 

by the government, albei: 4 limited basis; fur"ihermore prosfitution was not an ~ctua1 

RitrEe, p-. n. 
Thomas. p. 97. 
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in no way contrikizte to solving xhe prr;51emu" However, repealers of the Cootagious 

Diseases Act had demomtra+ed their tinwavering determinatii*; to put ag end to the 

gove~e:nt 'spoliq of "sanctiod vice," 2nd hsd appcaled to the seater moral sensibilities 

of bath politicians a d  the general public in the debate over prostitution. Their moral - 
fenour was also chmeIIed into an at:a~tr on the music hails in the 1870s and 1880s, -.-fiich, 

it was perceived, also ~acidy 'smctioned vice." T ~ G  comphcity of ths police ITI this matter 

was openly challenged by moral refct~tws, and their oppmbridm found its practical 

tqxession ir. a campaign to place Zicem'ng restrict~ons on music hall proprietors who turned 

a ?End eye to pmcfitution. Middlesex Magistrates complained to &e H m e  Semtary 

(the r~verseer of the CU k,&) abouf the moral atmosphere ot the rrtusic hall, and 

piWklar~y aC' the 1axiQ of the p o k e  officers who did not prosecute the main offenders, that 

4 mmk singers on the stage and prostitutes in the bod-y of the halls? &t as Peter Bailey 

caterers mild often be sure of p&ce 'estimony to the good order of ~Beir establishmenis 

Peter Bailey, 2Assi-e and Class& Victorian E~&md (London: Methuen 1987), p. 



granting of a license to tb: Word because9 as hey put it "women had been admitted 

Robert Bignall reopenet. the premises fWr years later as 5~ :iusic hall know as the: 

TrOciiaem Pat=. saw the &-gy11 Room closure as a real wdo'y: "every friend of 

M@tra!es, when dl app'iicatims for licenses for p~blic-houses, music-halls. ,md casinos 

room to 1- &ek licenses were the Hi$bur~i Barn in 1870 and the aGmCzne in 1871. 

& 18fiCts k but oa: exampe how '~rm~orai entertainments* could shut down a hall. Her 

dimet performed in a very short ski* led Emily Soldene to observe that the verb "to kick, 



>$$ 

had never been so actively mnjugated beiore," and the Middlesex Magstrates were so 

hoRifid that &q tack away the *dmwa's licerise?' 

La 1888 $e London Cowty Ccm~cil was granted magisterial licensing p o w e  by the 

Zocal Government Act, m d  in the early 1390s a Theatres and h4usic Hall Committee war 

created by the CotwiI to irriestig-ite iicense applications. The same kind of licensing 

restrictions that the Niddisex Magistrates used agaht Sara Wright's (know "Wify Sal") 

pe$omce.  were emplayed bv the Tandon County Council. "Mr. &nch's Model Music 

(A Vision 3a the Near Future) the scene is set ;is follows: a committee room of the LCC, 

to be sung on the m u h h d  stage). Tie so% is a pastoral baU.d, and the iifies objected 

W are: "Lighaearted were di the young lambs, They kicked up their ie@ as b y  

3rd Censor. If that is intended be done on the stage, 
f prttest most strongly - a big&- kdecorcius exhibition! 
Mr. Wheeder. But tbej're only lamb! 
3rd Censor. b-5s indeed! We are determined to pat down kicking in ,Music- 
hall wngs*no miter ,W&Q &- it1 Strike that fine o u p  

"Wiry Sal* was bit one rif &z fixst lambs sadiced on the licensing alter. 

-- 
* U WiUson Dishelf W i e s  and Champame. Comedies and Traeedies of the M u &  
Ri t20rtdon= 3.T. Batsfnd Lbd, 1939, ,-- @-n"- See a& Febtearf, p. 28. - 
E Anstey, "Poetic licefieeg' The b u n g  Reciter and Model Music-Hall. (London: 
Metrhue~ & Co. Ltd., 1891, pp. 122-123. 
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Tfie membership of the Theatres and Music Hail Committee included such imposing 

figsres as the cousin of the moral refomer F.N. Charrington, Spencer Charrin@o~ -- a 

Comervathe wirn a comparable zeal for amtsting vice. The :lommittee scli about 

empi~yiny n group of hspecors to survey music hall perfommces and audiences, 

"especially the f e .~m% portion ....'" Performers wers ap~slled at tbe thorght of TZC 

ce~sorship. One proposalded far &r: Council to license individual persons on the stag:, 

rather thsz the halls, prcrmpting singer Charles C o b m  to condemn s'r'idt hc termed a 

Ziterary mntagicas Diseases Act.& In addition to the uproar that hr Contagiaw 

Diseases Acts incited in Pu-liament, it &ould be recaLled Aat uvo palia.weDwy select 

ihmmittets (in 1866 and in 1892) wer: appointed ta investigate the subject of mus13 hall 

limlses and the presence t. prostitutes. The 'London County Council did refuse licenses 

East End was refused on moral groxn& in 1890. Inspectors also took it upon themselves 

to make useful suggestions within their reports. An 1890 iithin&pg140r's account sf The Collins 

Parliamentary Paws, -Select Corrmittee on Theatres and Places of hte-ent, - 
)fC 1892, (241)) XVIII, as quoted in Pennybacker, r- 124. 



in Xsll:igtor: Green suggested "that all London halls might require warnelk to be seated at all 

times in order to imp~ove the character d the h~lls."' 

The mobility -tf wonen within the halls provided the opportunity for active 

solicitation, and confhbuted perhaps tbs most fmous licedng controversy -- that of the 

Enpire ' in kicester Square. The insuuciaa manner of hizh-profile prosgtutes, 

geramb-elating along ihe Empire's promenade, so hcensea Mrs. Ormiston Chant af The 

Nativ~al Vigilance Committte, thwt she spearheaiSed t%e opposition +s the renewal of the 

Empire's license at the October 1894 session of the- London Count3 Council. The Council 

recamended t.ae cloa-e of the promenade upm nearing testinl~ny from int:rested parties 

who supported Mrc- FA Mr. W i ,  described as a tea merchant in London and 

Liverpool, deposed that he  ha^ gone to t b ~  &q.ire nearly twenty timcq ddrin8 the: 1:st three 

months, and on one crtcaion mmnted well-nigh 180 womtn of obectionahle diaracter. The 

h p i r e  was, 3e thought, notoriously a SL?W placc for that kind GI thing.'2 (Mr. Collins' 

i-eg5ZW axendance at t ! ~  Empire wwld seem to saggest a more prurient thbw pnitanical 

interest!) A Nonconfofmist Minister, me Reverend L a  Fla of Harringtiy dso appeared on 

behalf of the protesting Vigilance Committee. ,4- jaid he came fez ward in t t e  "bte~fp,a;s of 

the p~trity of Music EZ:ails" aftec seehg notices inviting the public to give evidence, He 

claimed one ai& he was aca~swd at the "Oxfor{" and counted fortyeight "gay women? 

There was a "sensatia~h Courtn (literally depicted in Era), when he ,dmitted that he hadn'i 

'' Theatres and Music Iti-dI ~ornl&ttee, Presentel! Pa~ers, Coilinc Music Hall, islington 
Green, 18P %?09,25 ,Wgust 1890, as caoted in Pem:ybacker. p. 129. 

" Ilp. Cheshire, Music Hall in Britain (Newton Ablptt: David & Charles, 1974), p. 
39. 
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actuaiiy taf~ed to any of rae women but iissurn~fi they were 'gay' because of their 

The Cwncil's ruling to close tile prornz~~~de was vehemently objec:.c,d to by the 

proprietor, George Edwards, who szated this would fore &e ultimate closure of the muic 

FJalIrmb put ?.I! his employe5s ovt nf work Mrs. Chant vitiated Edwrd's allegations in the 

Daifv Telegraph of 27 Odobe. 1894. She argued thrt "he v i n d l y  state6 that if the 

psornenade were done away wiii and the sale of Qrink stopped in the auditorium- ruin 

would %I upon the Empire --.. -%c are, therefore, forced to the conclusion hat if you take 

awq the market for vice and the sale Jf dnrik, the ]irectors d l  w tonger be able tn pay 

f%e stlareholders thtlr eoxmous One ~f the members of the Council, john 

Bums, did remind Mrs. Chant that "it was not by .lanowing prostitutes that prostitution can 

be diminishe&' but orly ay removing the economic conditions by which it is aggravated." 

k comprodse of sorts was managed with the. b~izding of a sa& to close cff the 

evidenced in a popular song and a Punch caricature ot the day: 

Daniel Farson, Marie-d MUSIC da15 {Londca: Tom S t a q  Ud., 19721, p. 65. 

Daily Telegraph, 27 October 1894. AS quoted in Cheshire* p. 41. 

" Harold Scott, k E x i y I r g  jLandont hor Nicholson & Watson, IM), p. 161. 



Prudes ~ 7 1  the prowl! Boys, down their a t !  
Let us mii'ch &qrds with this for our c n m  - 
Let the= be puritans! 'dVe will be 

(see Appendix 4.3) 

poplla: reaction: 

tkre was an e<=~k C ~ U  21e GUWS which W ~ S  fern away in strips, 3-b passed 
throughout tk crowd, everyone e~dezouring to sccore a scrap of 3 as a souvenir 
.. then the w&-w!, 0: tl,e screen was der.olkhed by vigorm kicks from bot;~ 
sides. The c r o ~ d  baa already cheered itself hoarse, and now bcga to go out into 
London, brandishing fragments ~f the screen ....* 

Such democstrations suggest adefl~cto acceptance of the presencz of the prostituteby music 

hall patrum, (~io*bly male), and % lrtfediu3 of m o d  meddling into popufiu amusements. 

Anstey mid as milch in his d d p t i o n  of an Empire audience in 1890: 

Most of the meil z m  in evesing dress, and in &e boxes are some ladies, also in 
mening costma, way of &em belunging to m a t  is &led goo,, st'eiety- The 
warnen in the othef part of the house are g==o,rally p r d y  03w~rit members of a clas 
whxh, so l o q  as it behaves itsef with propriety in tL. buJding, it would, whatevei 
hatics mav sa-- ts *he contrary, 5e rieither d=zirab?e nol possible to 

W-&Queen-Pup*, tm, had similarly Ivorldly" reminiscences of those "Laties of the Empire" 

where "maq~ learnt a $st abmt life.- He muscd: "there acre dl types for all tastes .... 

Same d those women met .%id ends b u ~  believe it or not, *me of them m r i e d  men they 

" As c ~ ? f d  in P- p. 273. 

See Winston @h..uchill, My Eartv Life, 1930. 

" P d  MaJ Gmfte, 5 So~ember 1984, as quoted in Cheshire, p. 42. 

33 Anstey s q-oted in R Mande: and 3. Mitcbclls0r4 British Music Halt, (!965), pus 
25-3- 

W. MecQueec-Pop, me Melodies Zjngegh (Loudon: W.H. Allen, 1950), p. 235. 



had a e t  at the Empire in the way of business m-rt settled d m  into truly excelleat wives 

and mothers, the author knows of several such cajes.** Uesjite 1~ilacQut:ezi~ rather rexist 

inmdutity, his "first hand'' observations would lend credence to JudAh Walkowitz's assertion 

that prostitution was but a terqmrary stage in many women's livtx. prior to getting mairea. 

As we haye sex ia previous chapters, both married and single woxer, had always 

attended music halls, and b? szwe was true of prrstitues. Howevc, by the ear. of the 

ninetemth century, tbc pr~stitute was viewed as an we lcome patron by the musit hall 

prwpietor. k3y the t ira~ &at Charles Booth published his survey of working-class life in 

190& he cadi c o m ~ r i t  that "lm encouragement to v& be a.triti~ted to these local 

mt Rnd] halls,'62 and of the West bqd hals he mt:d "a memure of improvemcyzt may 

be indilated.& Booth turned his attation to the excellen* of thc- orchestras at the 

AtErambrc?, Empire and Palace wiGcJ- mfers that m o d  que~iions had either been :uff.ciently 

addressed or that the issue was nr, longer a priority of social kvestigatorrs. 

In many respects, the alrsena; of rtoral cemwe in Booth's account attests to the 

success of tbe s o d  purity element of be London County Council ir, purp$g the music halls 

of their most infan-s patrons. To this end, mmic h d  mmagemeEt, which had previotsly 

capitalized OE the presence of prosftutes, now begar ts * i c \ r  them as a "licensing liability." 

' l 3 ~  kgan to focus t i ~ ~ i ~  public relations campaign on respectable wived and mothers to 

- 
Bid, p- Zq- 

Charles Both, Life and L a b w  of the P = ~ l e  of London, Final Volume (London: 
MacMil!an and Co., l!XE), p. 53. 

Bid, p. 54. 



coapliment the "new and impmved bourgeois image of the balls. Invariably, prostihtes 

erntinuc? to iequent their old haunts %om *e Radiff Hig~way to Leicester Square, bai 

the vagaries of their patronage over the years bad irrevocably transformed the we~y rature 

of the music lall; where there was once fast females, fash and flesh, therewas now brmula 

and family fare. 



CONCLUSION 

This theis has endeavourt.l to take some initial steps in uncovering the prcsence of 

wmen in rmichall. 'mile far fi-om a2 exhaustive study, this wmt cnly begins 4io p in t  out 

the glaring omissions in sdrrent f-toriography. To redress thif imbalmze, the role ci 

wotrkn in thz formation of popular cuii7xe requires a bore  detailed ivlalysis kyoild the 

scope of this inquiry. However, I have stiempkd to demonmate that women did indeed 

play a pivotal role in *e evolution d music hdl culturn. Rather *an prceivirzh" the 

presence of womw in the hais as a revolutionarq moment fi ?he Estory of popular 

amusemean, I have tried to show that wmen's patronage in the A& grew out of existing 

leisure patterns that included b o a  men andwome~. As the appeal of the ha% transcendee 

dass restrictions and drew in both working-class a,d bourgeois audiences, the appeal of the 

halls for wmzn mnnot be overlookea. T%ey, roo, entered ''kingdoll\ of leisure" as 

citizP;iS of the pualic r e a h  Their paeonage presupposes h a t  the music hail was not an 

exclusively male world constructed for the sole enjoyment of one sex over the other. 

Music hall lyrics and pedormances attest to the particular attractio~ the kalls held 

for women. Tr. many respects, the mrld ofmusic hall was caruvalesque with its gender and 

class invefsions. In this festive atmusphere women wielded considerabl~ mwer, oftel at the 

expenjc of men: the ~ a g e ~ g  wife, the umly  worling girl and the m m h g  mostibte thwart 
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maje attempts :o conttol them at every turn. Their reign of misnle did not serve as a mere 

respite from their oolitidy disenfianchi:ed lives, but ~ S B  worked to criticize domhanlr 

male culture, resultmg in new social and sexual constructinns of paer .  

The visibility of women in music hali kaitur~ 4s the source of bath comedy and 

ecommic struggles necessitatd ingeniom metfrds to circumveat improvident husbands. 

This ic the world of Saturday sight battles, trips to the pawnshop and the tdcing in of 

lodgers. St& the married woman was not above h a h g  a bit of fun, especially when it came 

Zo ~ & i @ p  ;a a pint G i  fWO- The single girl's visibility is most ~icarly seen ill her new 

economic psition that faditated greater opportunities far ltisure activities. Moreover, her 

abifi@ to dress outside her class md exeit her socis1 independence serves a4 aiie basis for 

c~rncdic &es as vell as ~ o r l  and xual speculation over her availability. -is is taken 

to greater extremes in the treatment of prostitutes, both amateur and professional, where 

her m11smerisnx is seen as the prduct of vend sex 

The pwser\ce cr-i woTsen in musk hail proved to be pmblematic insofar as they 

refnsed to 7wnf~rm to male restraints that were imposed m them. 'The wife increasingly 

became the ~ W U S  of attention of d c  hali public relations campaign- precisely Secause of 

anotb:r mtter. Perhqs the best uamp1e of f e d e  unruiness ;7an be found in the "girl of 

the period" She was not averse to e~aUmging the social order and Routing stereotypical 

e3Epectatiow d a d  on her behaviow. Her identification with the musical comedy girI out 



en spree, who undennin 
- - 

ed pote~tial seducers, or the male impersonator who implicitly 

ridiculed tZl4 macruline swagger, were mole &an harmless jokes pked ui the e>penje of 

men. it sewed co renounce he: ampkit; ic her own subjugation, and her conviction to , 

reconstruct herself on her own term. 

The prostitute posed another set of problems in tk day LO day operation of music 
".. I 

halls. Her p:esznce was indeed part of the enticement for male patronage but sh: bemrne 

the scapjgwt for moral refomen who sought t~ pzge  the fidk gf sexr~dy suspect women. % 

Suweillauce of womer;'s beh&uur grr--8 mt of fcat's over women's sexuality m the public 

entertainment that Teere offered in $be ha!&. Tfie femde experience was indeed refiected 

in "X)emch,- Mirror," mr.oplcrnen&g as well as contradicting the hegemony of t%e mah 

image. Women's Lives contniatteo io the popdari~y of nuiic hid well as ti-- concurrent 

social and moral questions tha: their patronage posed. The role of- a u ~ k  hall irr the history 
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Taken from daurice Willson ?isher, -Winkles and Cham 



Co 3pers C o n c e r t  
Room, Three  Tuns, 
F k t t e r  Lane, 1835. 
Taken from R .  
Mander a r h d  J. 
Mitchenson, 
B r i t i s h  Music 
Ha:.l .  --- 

The Oid P r u r y  Tavern ,  
Brydes S h e e t ,  Strand, 
1 8 4 E .  Take? from R. 
H a r d e r  atd J. 
Mitchenson, British 
Music  :3aLl 

The Mogul Saloon, Drury  
Lane, 1853. Berdmc t h e  
Middlesex Music Hal 1 i r c  
1S51. Taken from R. 
Mandtr and J -  
Mitclensot-, B r i t i s h  
Husic H a l l .  





i ' a n  I-Tarolci Scott, T& 
13  rlj- 



Abve: T'hr Grzpes, Southwark Bridgt ;toad. Later changed to The Winchester 
Mcsic H;.-!. and finally as lire Surrey Music Hal!.  take^ from ed. Peter Bailey, 
Music Half: The BuS=ss of Pleasnr~, -- 

selolr: A tNcal bill bl 1852, adveni,iag .he hall's licsnse. Taken f r t i ~  h Mander 
and J Mlit'flens~r., Britistt ?msk Hal;. 

~ O T H a Z J E c !  ------- - 
Z l l l L U  Lill?. iF A 

SCOTCH PETIT Di3ERIISSElYlEMT. 

THE G R A N D  P:\r:TflRE GALLERY 



2.1) Song cover sheet of "It's 6 Grejt Big Siame" taken 
from ed. f3ece1 GarnrrIsnd, Music Hall S\ng Rook. 



The song cover sheet for "Me an& ' E x Y  S ~ O W ~ D ~  thtewife% black eye. 
Maurice Willsoir Disher, Winkles and Charnpap,ne- 

Taken iiom 





3 . 2 )  L e f t :  
male 
I npe r sma to r  , 
M i l l i e  
Hylton.  
R i g h t  : 
B e s ~ i e  
Bcx~eh i l l  
s ing i>>J  "The 
G i r l s  0 2  To- 
day:', 1890. 
Taken from R. 
Mande': 2nd J. 
l i t ch?nson ,  
x r i t i s h  Music 
H a l l  

E ~ G w :  PdnnLc 
z e s l i e  and the 
S i s t e y s  Levy. 
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3.5) Male imper.tznatc~i, I-fettlf Kir g, famous for her song "/ill the Nice 
Girls Love a SailoF"' r~';iken from R.  Mander and J. Mitche~uon, 
British Music I-iaL- 







4.1) IUt tithopaph by Alfred Concanen 0; ,.LC Gunboat. Taken f:om Petal Sailey, 
e;., Musir Hail:  be 5u3jesi of Pleasure. 
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